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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of select variables 

(cognitive style, gender, and achievement) when middle school students are involved in 

learning about music through two different instructional modes. The two modes of 

instruction explored were a researcher-designed interactive hypermedia program and an 

expository teaching method. 

The sample consisted of the entire grade six and seven population of one public 

elementary school in a western Canadian city. A researcher-designed preknowledge test 

was administered to determine if any of the potential subjects had previous information 

about the lesson material—the steel band orchestras of Trinidad. To test for cognitive 

style, the Group Embedded Figures Test was administered to all potential subjects. 

Based on the results of these two tests, four groups were created: field dependent males, 

field dependent females, field independent males, field independent females. Half of the 

Ss from each of the four classifications were randomly assigned to the hypermedia 

instruction (experimental) group and the other half to the expository teaching (control) 

group. All Ss completed an achievement posttest immediately after treatment and a 

delayed posttest approximately six weeks later to test for long term retention. 

Results suggest that cognitive style, mode of instruction, and gender do not, either 

alone or in combination, affect long term retention of information by middle school music 

students. Irregardless of instructional mode, girls and boys in this project achieved 

similar results when measured using an achievement posttest. However, it was also 



found that field dependent female students using the hypermedia program achieved 

significantly lower posttest scores than any other combination of Ss' cognitive style, 

gender, and the mode of instruction being used. Contrary to previous studies, it was 

found that Ss receiving hypermedia-assisted instruction achieved significantly lower 

scores on the initial posttest than those experiencing an expository teaching lesson. 

Based upon these findings, recommendations for future research were made. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Developmental psychologist Howard Gardner suggests that education is at a 

crossroads: one faction suggests we continue to attempt a uniform schooling model, 

while another group recommends an individual-centered schooling approach (Gardner, 

1993, p. 68). However, most educators recognize the failings of the assembly-line 

education system, particularly in view of the complexity of today's society (Gardner, 

1993, p. 82). Cognitive psychologists have long recognized that children learn in 

different ways; in fact, Steinberger (1991) suggests that the diversity among 

contemporary students is forcing society to reevaluate the traditional ways of schooling. 

Consequently, today's educator needs to utilize a variety of instructional modes in 

relation to individual student characteristics. 

Computer-assisted learning has become one of the most frequently discussed 

contemporary modes of instruction. Although the adoption of computers for assisting 

learning in schools has not proceeded as fast as many educators might wish (Berz & 

Bowman, 1994), practical evidence suggests that computer availability in most areas of 

North America is growing rapidly. Recently, multimedia resources combining text, still 

pictures, video, and audio have become available for the music classroom. Not only do 

contemporary resources offer a richer learning environment for students, but, due to the 

multiple stimulus environment we live in, multimedia materials relate better to the way 
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most children gather information (Kirshbaum, as cited in Williams & Webster, 1996). 

With the increased availability of computer hardware and multimedia software in 

schools, the obvious question becomes, "How do we best utilize these resources?" 

Although numerous studies have demonstrated that some students seem to score higher 

on achievement tests when utilizing computers (Hofstetter, 1985; Kulik, Bangert-

Drowns, & Williams, 1983; Kulik, Kulik, & Cohen, 1980), not all students benefit more 

than with traditional insttuction (Clark, 1983,1985; Kozma, 1991). These contrary 

results suggest the possibility that other variables, such as cognitive style, gender, type of 

computer-assisted instruction, age, socio-economic background, and availability of 

computer equipment in the home, need to be investigated in relation to mode of 

instruction. 

Instructional Technology and Education 

The twentieth century has seen the introduction of numerous types of technology 

with the potential to impact the educational field. However, most of these innovations 

have failed to live up to the predictions of their promoters. For instance, in 1913, 

Thomas Edison stated that "Books will soon be obsolete in the schools. Scholars will 

soon be instructed through the eye. It is possible to touch every branch of human 

knowledge with the motion picture" (cited in Saettler, 1968, p. 98). A brief review of 

some of these resources in relationship to the school environment may help prepare us for 

the problems and promise of today's instructional technology. 

Motion pictures were one of the first forms of technology promoted in this century 



as having the potential to have a major impact on how we teach. Even though the first 

school use of film is believed to have been in Rochester, New York in 1910, by 1946, 

only 21% of all senior high school teachers used motion pictures even occasionally in 

their classrooms (Saettler, 1968). Cuban (1986) lists four reasons for this lack of use: 

teachers' lack of skills in using equipment and film; cost of films, equipment, and 

upkeep; inaccessibility of equipment when it was needed; and finding and fitting the right 

film to the class. It is striking that these same problems are still impeding the use of other 

instructional technology in today's schools. 

Of interest to the history of music education were the inventions of the player piano 

and the phonograph. These tools allowed the teacher to use any music available on piano 

roll or record for music appreciation classes. However, a lack of resilient equipment 

capable of institutional use, few recordings designed for educators, and inexperience by 

music teachers in the conducting of music listening classes meant that the player piano 

and the phonograph did not become commonplace until the second decade of this century 

(Birge, 1928). As the radio in the 1920s was becoming more popular, both for 

recreational and educational use, the impact of these two innovations was somewhat 

diminished. While the player piano fell out of favor with music educators, the 

phonograph gradually became an important instrument for teaching music. 

Radio was the next major technology to have an impact on the education field. As 

early as 1917, the University of Wisconsin was broadcasting instructional programs. In 

the 1920s, Frances Elliot Clark, who had been instrumental in the use of phonographs to 

teach music appreciation, became an active promoter of radio for music instruction. 



Starting in 1928, Walter Damrosch, former conductor of the New York Philharmonic and 

New York Symphony, began hosting a music appreciation hour heard throughout much 

of the United States. Many state departments of education, encouraged by the promise of 

this new technology, sponsored instructional radio programs. Although radio became 

more accessible than film, it was still plagued, particularly in its eariy years, by 

equipment and battery concerns. 

Instructional television was also initially forecast as a wonder tool for the 

educational field. The mid 1950s to 1960s in particular saw the use of television in 

schools highly promoted. Some forecast that the use of television in the classroom 

would alleviate the teacher shortage occurring at that time. Cuban (1986) suggests that 

some policy makers and educational administrators even believed that instructional 

television was capable of doing a better job of instructing than classroom teachers; they 

also felt that televiset- educational programming promoted learning that could not take 

place in the regular classroom. Educational television received more financial support 

from private organizations (such as the Ford Foundation) than any previous instructional 

technology, as many in business thought instruction by television would evenmally 

produce a "smarter" student and be more economical than hiring traditional teachers. 

As was the case with earlier examples of instructional technology, educational 

television has not established itself as a major tool in the classrooms. Like many other 

innovations, implementation of instructional television frequently occurred from the top 

down, with the impetus for usage coming from policy makers and administrators. It was 



frequently not seen by teachers as addressing the problems they felt were most pressing 

in their classrooms. Lack of versatility could also have been a problem; teachers had to 

schedule all other lessons around the times of television broadcasts. With educational 

television, there were few opportunities to ensure that material being presented was at the 

correct level for a specific class. This became less of a problem in the late 1970s with the 

popularity of the Video Cassette Recorder (VCR). However, by the time the VCR 

became popular, most of the interest in educational technology was being directed 

towards computer-assisted learning. As well, the old concern of having appropriate 

equipment in good shape was frequently a problem. 

Currently, the computer is the instructional technology being promoted as the tool 

that will revolutionize education. Early computers were designed primarily for military 

applications; the only educational programs were designed to train computer industry 

personnel in how to use the new technology (Berz & Bowman, 1994). The mid 1960s 

through most of the 1970s saw an increase in the experimentation and use of computers 

at the university level. Using large, mainframe computers, computer assisted learning 

projects were begun at the University of Illinois, Stanford University, Horida State 

University, University of Texas, and Brigham Young University (Suppes & Macken, 

1978). The late 1970s saw the introduction of small, inexpensive microcomputers, such 

as the Apple II, Commodore PET, Atari 400 and 800, and the Tandy TRS-80 (Peters, 

1992). These affordable computers sparked a new interest in instructional technology for 

the elementary and secondary classroom (Berz & Bowman, 1994). The primary use of 

computers for learning in the early ages of microcomputers was to act as "drillmaster" 



tools. The 1980s saw an increase in educational applications designed to teach 

programming (such as LOGO), word processing, and mathematics. In the late 1980s, a 

new breed of computers that allowed for the control of external hardware, such as 

compact disc players, videodisc players, and synthesizers, lead to the development of 

interactive software. While still in their infancy, these new products allow for a greater 

degree of versatility in both the design of software and use for the classroom. 

We again see many suggesting that this latest form of technology has the potential 

to change public education as we know it Kulik, Kulik and Bangert-Drowns (1985) 

state that many believe computers will have as large an effect on education as the first use 

of writing tools thousands of years ago and the invention of the printing press in the 15th 

century. Being slightly less grandiose. Berry (1994) believes that "the computer has 

great advantages over any device previously introduced into the classroom to assist the 

teaching-learning process" (p. 7). 

Luckily, computers in education do offer numerous advantages over previous 

instructional machines. Unlike earlier educational technology, computers can be used in 

various settings, from the individual user to an entire classroom. They offer solutions to 

some traditional teachers' concerns, such as individualized pacing and instruction. 

Computers are more versatile than radio and television broadcasts of the 1960s and 

before; teachers do not have to wait for specific broadcasts before instruction can 

commence. Drill software allows students to work with a problem until they are 

comfortable with the concepL It can also alleviate some of the live teaching repetition 

traditionally needed to ensure that all class members comprehend an idea or concept. 



Other suggested benefits include the following: computers do not embarrass students 

when they make mistakes, they give immediate feedback, computers are impartial to 

ethnicity and gender, and they can be sUuctured for incremental learning (Clement, 1981; 

Perzylo, 1993). Although there has been plenty of top down implementation, there has 

also been a ground-swell of enthusiasm and support for computers by classroom 

teachers. 

Some of the concerns encountered with earlier instructional technologies are still 

evident. Hardware and software problems can cause major problems in implementation 

and adoption of computers in schools. Although it is predicted that more and more jobs 

in the future will require technological skills (DeSantis & Youniss, 1991), educators can 

do little more than guess what knowledge we need to teach our students in order for them 

to meet the demands of tomorrow's technology. Questions such as whether it is better to 

have entire computer laboratories in schools or just one or two computer stations in each 

classroom need to be addressed. Many computer programs place a heavy emphasis on 

cognitive learning skills; this in some ways runs contrary to those, such as Gardner 

(1993), proposing more emphasis on other areas of intelligence. Some of the social 

benefits of traditional classrooms may be lost if greater amounts of time are spent on 

individual computer learning. We are still not sure which educational purposes 

computers are best suited for and what types of students will benefit most from 

computer-based instruction. 

The relationship of gender to educational computer instruction is particularly 



intriguing. Although many believe the computer will be an essential tool in most 

businesses (DeSantis & Youniss, 1991; Reeves, 1992), computer usage has been viewed 

by most public school students as a male endeavour (Martin, Heller, & Mahmoud, 1992; 

Wilder, Mackie & Cooper, 1985). Women appear to realize the need for computer skills 

in the workplace (DeSantis & Youniss, 1991) but apj)ear to be less comfortable with 

computers than men. Research suggests that women tend to have less positive attitudes 

towards computers (DeSantis & Youniss, 1991; BCrendl & Broihier, 1992; Wilder, 

Mackie & Cooper, 1985). Obviously, those with lower interest in a technology will be 

less disposed to utilize it unless forced to. However, when females are required to use 

computers in a learning situation, no gender differences are typically found in 

achievement scores (Hattie and Fitzgerald, 1987). Factors such as sociocultural 

differences, experience in competitive sport activities, lack of spatial skills, and 

videogame experience have all been proposed as potential contributors to reported sex 

differences in attitudes towards computers. As well, we do not know if certain women 

have a greater propensity to learn using computers or even if there are any other factors 

that interact with gender and computer learning. There is much left to be discovered 

about the relationship between gender and computer instruction. 

Learning Styles 

Although some attention was paid to cognitivism in relation to education early in 

this century (Bauer, 1994; Keefe, 1982), only in the last few decades have educators 

begim working with psychologists in order to better understand how their students 



learn (Lewis, 1991). Researchers now recognize that each child has a particular learning 

style,unique to that individual. In order to form more supportive learning environments 

for all our students, it is important that we begin to understand the unique factors 

contributing to how different individuals learn. 

Although the terms learning style and cognitive style are often used 

interchangeably, learning style is the broader category that encompasses not only 

cognitive style, but affective and physiological dimensions as well (Keefe, 1979). Keefe 

states that "learning styles are characteristic cognitive, affective, and physiological 

behaviors that serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, 

and respond to the learning environment" (1979, p.4). Learning style reflects an 

individual's genetic makeup and personality development (Keefe, 1982). These styles 

are reasonably strong descriptors of how an individual learns and likes to leam. 

Researchers interested in learning styles are divided in their paths of inquiry—those 

investigating the cognitive aspects of learning style and those interested in multi

dimensional asp)ects of style. Greater interest has been paid to the cognitive dimension 

than any other, as demonstrated by the amount of research undertaken in cognitive 

compared to affective, physiological or multi-dimensional styles. Cognitive style is 

defined as "characteristic modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking and problem-

solving, reflective of information-processing regularities that develop in congenial ways 

around underlying personality trends" (Messick, 1985, p. 90). Keefe (1979) suggests 

that these characteristic modes of learning are distinct and consistent. Numerous tests 

have been developed, including those by Edmonds, Witkin, Gregorc, and Letteri, to 
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identify an individual's cognitive style (Keefe, 1982). 

Affective learning style deals primarily with personal values and is normally 

associated with how a subject is motivated. In most learning situations, personal 

motivation affects success; consequently, attention to the affective domain is garnering 

more and more research attention. Although less attention has been paid to this aspect 

than to cognitive style, several characteristics of the affective domain have been 

investigated, such as conceptual level and locus of control (Keefe, 1982). 

Physiological conditions affecting learning are those elements that impact on the 

human condition, such as light, sound, and temperature. While some aspects are as 

straighforward as having enough nourishment to be able to concentrate, others are more 

subtle—a preference for working early in the day or being sensitive to bright light, for 

instance. Although no specific instrument has been designed to measure physiological 

preferences for educational settings, Dunn, Dunn, and Price survey several 

environmental predispositions in their Learning Style Inventory (Bauer, 1994). 

There has been considerable interest in multi-dimensional analysis of learning style 

in recent years. The previously mentioned Dunn, Durm, and Price inventory investigates 

the combination of cognitive, affective, and physiological styles. Unfortunately, the 

cognitive elements of learning receive only a cursory investigation in the Dunn, Dunn, 

and Price model (Keefe, 1982). The other popular multi-dimensional tools, the Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator and Cognitive Style Mapping, likewise suffer from a lack of 

comprehensiveness and/or limited application to educational settings (Keefe, 1982). 
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For this study, I chose to investigate the cognitive learning domain for two primary 

reasons: the majority of research involving learning styles has centered on cognitive style 

(Keefe, 1982), and tests available in this domain have been proven reliable indicators of 

school-aged children's cognitive style (Leahy & Zallatimo, 1985; Lx)ckheed, Harris, 

Stone, & Fitzgerald, 1977; Mahlios and D'Angelo, 1983; Thompson, Pitts, & Gipe, 

1983; Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971). 

The reception style of field dependence/independence (FD/I) was chosen as the 

most appropriate cognitive construct for this study, as it has been the subject of 

considerable scrutiny (Keefe, 1979; Thompson, 1988) and it appears to have a strong 

relationship to instruction (Thompson, 1988). The Group Embedded Figures Test 

(GEFT) was selected as the most suitable instrument for measuring FD/I due to its strong 

reliability (Witkin etal., 1971) and previous use in classroom research (Leahy & 

Zallatimo, 1985; Lockheed etal., 1977; Mahlios and D'Angelo, 1983; Thompson etal., 

1983; Witkin et al., 1971). Pe±aps most importantly, research which will be reviewed 

in chapter two suggests a strong relationship between field dependence/independence and 

computer-assisted learning. 

Field Dependence/Indetaendence (FD/I) 

Chinien & Boutin (1992-93) suggest that "one of the cognitive style dimensions 

which is of most significance to educational problems and has been more extensively 

researched is the construct field dependent/indejjendent" (p. 304). It has been suggested 

that FD/I has an influence on how an individual gathers knowledge from his or her 



environment (Thompson, 1988). 

Held dependence/independence is a continuum measurement of how individuals 

experience and perceive their environment Field dependent individuals are strongly 

influenced by the organization of the field of information being perceived; specific parts 

or elements of the domain tend to fuse with the whole (Witkin et al., 1971). The field 

independent individual tends to be able to perceive discrete elements embedded in a 

background (Keefe, 1979). Several educational characteristics of FD/I have been 

suggested: the field dependent individual takes a passive approach to learning, prefers to 

learn specific information, and is less effective in generalizations, while the field 

independent individual adopts an active approach to learning, prefers to leam general 

concepts, and is effective in making generalizations (Goodenough, 1976; Thompson, 

1988). 

The primary tools for measuring FD/I are embedded figures tests, created by 

Heraaan Witkin and his associates at Brooklyn College. The Embedded Figure Test 

(EBT) requires the subject to identify a simple geometric figure found in a more complex 

design. Field independent individuals have greater success seeing the embedded figures 

than do field dependent subjects. Because the EBT must be administered individually, 

two other variations of this measurement tool have been devised for administration to 

groups, the GEFT and the Children's Embedded Figures Test (CEFT). 

The GEFT also utilizes picture mazes to assess FD/I. Subjects are asked to find 

and trace simple patterns embedded in more complex designs (see Figure 1). A 

Spearman-Brown reliability estimate of the GEFT was computed to be .82 for both men 
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Figure 1: Group Embedded Figures Test (Oltman, Raskin, & Witkin, 1971) 

Simple Figure Complex Figure 



and women (Witkin et al., 1971). As the GEFT is considered a group form of the EFT, 

validity scores of r = .82 for males and r = .63 for females were obtained by 

correlating subjects' scores from the GEPT and EFT (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 

1971). 

Need for the Study 

A recent survey conducted by Dell Computers (Bowen, 1993) suggests that 

teenagers are more computer-literate than adults. However, we do not know how best to 

utilize this technology for instruction. It is not known if certain personal or academic 

variables relate to the successful use of computer-assisted instruction. Identifying 

variables that lead, either alone or in combination, to gains in knowledge acquisition and 

long term retention in specific instructional modes would help the teaching profession 

better determine appropriate teaching strategies for classroom use. 

Research suggests that there is a relationship between FD/I and computer-assisted 

learning. Several researchers have learned that field independent subjects often 

outperform field dependent subjects on achievement tests after using instructional 

computer applications. Likewise, preliminary research suggests that there may be a 

relation between learning in a music classroom and cognitive style, with field independent 

subjects also performing better in music achievement tests than do field dependent 

students. 

Relationships between computer-assisted learning and both gender and long term 



retention have been investigated with mixed results. Women tend to have less positive 

attitudes towards computers, according to numerous research reports. However, there is 

no proof that achievement scores are any different for men or women when using 

computers for learning. Research appears to be mixed on the relationship between long 

term retention and computerized instruction. Several studies report that subjects utilizing 

computer-assisted learning remember information longer than those in an expository 

teaching lesson, but the differences have been minor. 

After reviewing the literatiire, it is obvious that there is probably not one single 

factor responsible for determining which students will be most successful in a computer-

assisted learning situation and which will flourish in an expository teaching environment 

Although cognitive style, gender, and long term retention have been investigated as they 

relate to the use of computers in education, there has been no research into how these 

four variables interact with each other. I hope to begin to answer this question in this 

project. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of select variables 

(cognitive style, gender, and achievement) when middle school students are involved in 

learning about music through two different instructional modes. The two modes of 

instruction investigated were a researcher-designed interactive hypermedia program and 

an expository teaching method. 

Many researchers question the wisdom of comparing traditional teaching methods 



and cxjmputer-assisted instruction for the sake of proving one superior to the other 

(Clark, 1983, 1985: Kozma, 1991). Contemporary research suggests that hypermedia 

programs are effective tools for classroom instruction, but they have not been proven to 

be superior to traditional methods (Goodson, 1993; Griest, 1992; Meshot, 1991; 

Siciliano, 1990). Consequently, an attempt to determine a superior mode of instruction is 

not part of this project. Instead, this study will attempt to clarify under what conditions, 

and to what type of learner, each of the two methods is best suited. 

Research Problem 

Are there significant differences or interactions between the achievement scores of 

two groups of students each taught by a different instructional mode when compared by 

time of test, gender, or cognitive style? 

Research Hvtx)theses 

Primary hypothesis 

There will be no significant differences or interactions between the achievement 

scores of two groups of students each taught by a different instructional mode when 

compared by time of test, gender, or cognitive style. 

Secondary hypotheses 

HO [ I There will be no signif ̂ cant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test and gender. 



HO I 2 There will be no signif ̂ cant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test and instructional mode. 

HO 1.3 There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test and cognitive style. 

HO 1.4 There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test, gender, and instructional mode. 

HO 1.5 There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test, gender, and cognitive style. 

HOi.6 There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of 

students when compared by time of test, cognitive style, and instructional mode. 

HO 1.7 There will be no significant difference between the posttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by gender. 

HO 1.8 There will be no significant difference between the posttest achievement 

scores of students taught by different instructional modes. 

HO 1.9 There will be no significant differences between the posttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by cognitive style. 

HO 1.10 There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by gender and instructional mode. 

HO ̂  J ^ There will be no significant interactions among the pxDsttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by gender and cognitive style. 
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HO J p There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by cognitive style and instructional mode. 

HO 113 There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement 

scores of students when compared by gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style. 

Definition of Terms 

Throughout this study, the terms listed below will be defined as follows: 

Card: An individual HyperCard record, capable of including sound, graphics and 

texL 

CD-ROM: Compact Disc: Read Only Memory. 

Cognitive stvle: "characteristic modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking and 

problem-solving, reflective of information-processing regularities that develop in 

congenial ways around underlying personality trends" (Messick, 1985, p. 90). 

Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI): Software which is designed to be used as a 

learning tool in an educational environment 

Expository teaching method: All the material the students are expected to learn is 

presented in a clear, sequential manner. (A lecture format was utilized as the expository 

teaching method for this study.) 

Field dependence: Cognitive style identified as viewing the whole of any 

environment without isolating individual elements. 

Field independence: Cognitive style characterized as the ability to isolate individual 

elements in a complex background (field). 
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Group Embedded Fi2ures Test (GEFT): A test designed by Oltman, Raskin, and 

Witkin (1971) to determine field dependence/independence. 

HyperCard: Software designed for the Macintosh computer that allows the user to 

integrate visual and audio resources with hypertext 

Hypermedia: Multimedia computer resources that allow the user some control over 

the order of material presentation. 

Hypertext: Text organized so as to allow the user control over some of the 

sequencing of written material. 

InsU-uctional mode: Deals with the information delivery system being used to 

instruct students. 

Learning styles: Cognitive, affective and physiological behaviors that suggest how 

a person learns and likes to learn. 

Multimedia: Any resource that allows for the use of variety of media resources, 

such as print, video, still pictures, and audio. 

Stack: A series of related HyperCard records. 



Chapter Two 

Review of Related Literature 

The review of literature in this chapter focuses on several areas that have 

pertinence to this study. The first has to do with cognitive style as it relates to computer-

assisted learning. Second is an investigation into the role gender seems to have in 

relation to the use of instructional technology. Third, a discussion on what is known 

about long term retention of information in computer-assisted learning environments will 

be presented. Following this, a brief historical overview of the use of computers in 

music education will be provided. Finally, research studies involving hypermedia and 

music education will be investigated. 

Cognitive Style 

The relationship between cognitive style and computer-assisted learning has been 

the subject of much research. Several researchers have discovered that after being 

exposed to computer-assisted learning field independent subjects tend to outperform field 

dependent subjects on achievement tests (Canelos, Taylor, Dwyer, & Belland, 1988; 

Carrier, Davidson, Higson, & Williams, 1984; Ellis & McCoy, 1990; Lin & Davidson, 

1994; Schmidt & Lewis, 1987; Stevens, 1983; Wang, 1990; Weller, Repman, & Rooze, 

1994). Only Burger (1985) and Coventry (1989) found no significant differences 

between field dependent and field independent subjects on achievement tests after having 



received computer-assisted instruction. 

Several studies are worth reviewing due to their investigation of cognitive style in 

relation to musical learning. In a study of nonmusic majors enrolled in an introductory 

music class, Ellis and McCoy (1990) discovered that field independent students scored 

higher than field dependent subjects on a researcher-designed music achievement test 

Schmidt (1984) found that field independent subjects achieved higher scores on a college 

aural skills examination than did field dependent students. High school instrumental 

music students identified as field independent scored significantly higher than field-

dependent students on a test of music reading achievement, according to King (1983). 

Schmidt and Lewis (1987) investigated the relationship among movement activities, 

cognitive style, and achievement on selected musical tasks in a grade four music class. 

They found that psychomotor activities helped perception of tempo for field dependent 

students more than for field independent students. In another study of grade four music 

students, Willett and Netusial (1989) found that there was no significant difference in the 

achievement posttest scores of subjects identified as field dependent or independent. 

Significant differences attributable to field independence were found in parts of the 

posttest, but they were not attributable to instructional mode. 

Two studies have particular relevance to the current project. Bauer (1994) 

investigated the relationship among learning style (as classified by the Dunn, Dunn, and 

Price Model of Learning Styles), instructional mode, and achievement in college music 

appreciation students. He concluded that the learning style elements of perceptual 

preference, time of day preference, and mobility preference were small but significant 



contributors to music achievement of students utilizing a commercial CD-ROM 

hypermedia program. Interestingly, Bauer found no learning style elements that 

contributed to achievement in the group that was taught in a traditional expository 

manner. Fbrtoey (1995) investigated the relationship between cognitive style, as 

measured by the Gregorc Style Delineator (GSD), and music achievement when subjects 

used a commercially-produced CD-ROM music appreciation program. In Fbrtney's 

experiment, the different cognitive styles of learners did not seem to have any effect on 

musical achievement, leading him to speculate that hypermedia may accommodate all of 

the various cognitive styles identified by the GSD. 

Several researchers have offered suggestions to Uy to help both field dependent and 

field independent students achieve greater success in computer-assisted learning 

situations. Because field dependent persons are not as adept at internally providing 

structure to their environment, programs that provide more structure are likely to be 

helpful (Lin & Davidson, 1994). Likewise, field dependent persons have difficulty 

finding relevant material in a complex visual environment; providing more visual cues 

may be useful (Canelos et al., 1988; Coventry, 1989). It may be possible to help young 

children become more field independent. Cathcart (1990) found that fifth grade subjects 

using LOGO for 14 weeks showed significant improvement on a posttest of field 

dependence/independence (FD/I) compared to a control group. In a study of university 

students learning UNIX, Coventry (1989) found that field independent subjects were not 

inclined to ask for assistance in programming, preferring to discover solutions on their 

own. Because this lead to a few disastrous results, Coventry suggested that computer 



applications that allow for discovery without the potential for mishaps would be most 

appropriate for field independent learners. 

To summarize, it would appear that the cognitive style identified as FD/I interacts 

with computer-assisted learning in most cases. Although other forms of cognitive and 

learning style inventories have been used in relation to instructional mode, the results 

have been mixed (Bauer, 1994; Fortney, 1995). Researchers have offered suggestions 

that may help both field dependent and independent students become more successful in 

computer-assisted learning environments. 

Gender 

The majority of research devoted to gender and instructional technology deals with 

differences in attitudes. Researchers generally report that women have a less positive 

attitude towards computer-assisted instruction than do men (Busch, 1995; Collis & Ollila, 

1986; DeSantis & Youniss, 1991; Hattie & Rtzgerald, 1987; Kirk, 1992; Krendl & 

Broihier, 1992; Krendl, Broihier, & Heetwood, 1989; Volman, 1995; Wilder, Mackie, 

& Cooper, 1985; Williams, Ogletree, Woodbum, & Raffeld, 1993). However, the 

evidence is not completely conclusive; a few studies have found that gender divergence 

regarding attitudes toward computers is either not significant (Pope-Davis & Twing, 

1991) or is non-existent (Koohang, 1989; Nolan, McKinnon, & Soler, 1992). Although 

one might expect that the reported differences would have declined with the increased use 



of computers in education, recent studies (Busch, 1995; Volman, 1995; Williams et al., 

1993) suggest that gender difference in relation to attitudes toward computers is still 

prevelant. 

Speculation on why there are gender dissimilarities regarding use of computers is 

varied. Some researchers suggest that software is designed and marketed primarily for 

males (Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1986; Johnson, 1987; Littleton, Light, Barnes, & Messer, 

1993; Okebukola, 1993; Wilder, et al., 1985); computers are frequently housed in the 

mathematics or science areas of a school, which are thought to be more masculine areas 

of study (Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1987; Reeves, 1992); more parents buy computers for 

boys than girls (Busch, 1995; Chen, 1986; Nolan et al., 1992; Reinen & Plomp, 1994; 

Shashaani, 1994; Volman, 1995); women have a perceived lack of spatial skills, causing 

greater problems utilizing computers (Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1986; Kuhlman & Beitel, 

1991; Okebukola, 1993; Subrahmanyam & Greenfield, 1994); few female role models 

are available to women (Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1986, Reinen & Plomp, 1994); sex biases 

are common on the part of teachers and parents (Busch, 1995; Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1986; 

Okebukola, 1993); and women normally have less experience in programming and 

computer games (Busch, 1995; Chen, 1986; Hattie & Fitzgerald, 1986; Wilder et cil., 

1985). It is important to note that, while many have speculated on the reasons for gender 

differences, there is little statistical evidence to support these speculations. 

Some types of computer applications seem to be more gender specific or neutral 

than others. Several researchers have suggested that women enjoy word processors and 

spreadsheets more than men; likewise, men seem to like computer programming 



applications more than women (Chen, 1986; Collis & Ollila, 1986; Johnson, 1987; 

Nolan et al., 1992; Shashaani, 1994). Littleton et al. (1993) learned that, when 11- and 

12-year olds played a problem-solving game featuring male characters, male subjects 

scored considerably higher than females. However, when gender-neutral characters 

(teddy-bears) were substituted for the male characters, female scores increased 

drastically, while male scores remained relatively the same. In an investigation of 1,600 

elementary and secondary school students. Wilder et al. (1985) discovered that female 

students enjoyed games better when there was music involved, while music tended to 

decrease males' interest. Jakobsdottir and Krey (1993) have proposed that software 

designers need to consider different graphics (such as pictures of people, plants, and 

animals), using a greater variety of colors (including lighter shades), and pictures of 

female characters if they wish to appeal to female computer users. Shade (1994) 

classified computer software into two categories: drill programs (responses are requested 

in a question/answer-type mode) and developmentally appropriate applications (creative 

programs, such as drawing, problem-solving, simulations, graphic interface, and word 

processors). In Shade's study, females responded favorably to highly developmental 

software and negatively to drill applications, while males responded favorably to both 

low developmental software and drill applications. 

Several researchers have investigated whether gender attitude differences in 

relation to computers are learned or biological. In a study of 82 pre-school children, 

Williams and Ogletree (1992) found that, while boys thought of computers as male 

oriented, girls viewed them as female oriented. In a meta-analysis of numerous other 



studies, Hattie and Rtzgerald (1987) found tliat there were no major differences between 

boys' and girls' attitudes toward computers up to the age of 9 or 10; differences appeared 

to increase from this age until around 15 to 17 years of age. In an investigation of 

American and Soviet children aged 8 through 12, Martin, Heller, and Mahmoud (1992) 

concluded that gender differences in attitudes towards computers do not occur until a 

child's teenage years. 

Although one would assume logically that less positive attitudes towards 

computer-assisted learning would negatively affect achievement, this does not appear to 

be the case. When exposed to a computer leaming environment, women did as well as 

men in the successful completion of assignments in a study by Kuhlman & Beitel (1991). 

It has also been shown that, with the same amount of computer time playing video 

games, women can increase their spatial skills to the same level as men (Subrahmanyam 

& Greenfield, 1994). Volman (1995) reported that when attention was paid to teaching 

an information and computer literacy course to lower secondary students in an "gender-

inclusive" manner, achievement scores were similar for boys and girls. Similarly, in a 

meta-analysis of 97 comparisons between males and females, Hattie and Fitzgerald 

(1987) found that there were no differences in the amount that either men or women 

learned in computer-assisted leaming studies, even though males were more positive 

about the use of computers in leaming. 

The research regarding gender differences in relation to cognitive style is 

somewhat confusing and contradictory. Witkin, Oltman, Raskin and Karp (1971) found 
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that men performed slightly better than women on the Group Embedded Figures Test, a 

measurement of cognitive style created by Oltman, Raskin and Witkin (1971). Using a 

similar cognitive test designed for young children, Lockheed, Harris, Stone and 

Fitzgerald (1977) also found gender differences in cognitive style. However, in a study 

of high school students completing the Group Embedded Figures Test, Leahy and 

Zallatimo (1985) found no significant gender differences. Mahlios and D'Angelo (1983), 

woiidng with a group of fifth-grade students, also did not find significant gender 

differences in cognitive style when using the Group Embedded Figures Test. Ellis 

(1995) found that gender did not interact with cognitive style when college non-music 

majors were tested on musical excerpt identification. In the only study investigating 

cognitive style in relation to computers, Abouserie, Moss & Barasi (1992) found that 

males achieved higher scores generally in the posttest, but computer-assisted learning 

was not determined to be responsible for these higher achievement scores. 

Very little work has been undertaken to investigate potential relationships among 

gender, cognitive style, and computers. Vemon-Gerstenfeld (1989) found that cognitive 

style (as identified by the Kolb Learning Style Inventory) did not predict which 

individuals in a U.S. Government office would be more willing to adopt computers in the 

work place, although she discovered that women were more inclined than men to utilize 

computers in this study. 

The study with the most relevance to this project was undertaken by Abouserie et 

al. (1992), who investigated the relationships among cognitive style, achievement, and 

gender in a computer-assisted learning environment. In this project, 143 first year 
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medical students were tested for FD/I before being allowed to utilize nine computer 

tutorial packages dealing with physiology. Each package was designed to supplement the 

regular lecture course; subjects were allowed to use the computer programs as much or as 

little as desired. The only significant difference attributed to gender was that males more 

than females were interested in using computers. Interestingly, field dependent persons 

were reported to be more willing to rely entirely on computer-assisted lea^iiing. 

Ambouserie et al. suggested that this may be because the computer program tested 

provides the field dependent individual with the structure and organizational form he or 

she requires. 

In summary, it seems apparent that there are gender differences in attitude towards 

computer-assisted instruction. Numerous explanations have been offered for these 

divergences, although little work has been undertaken to verify these suggestions. Some 

software is more popular with men than women. Developmental applications that include 

both genders, a variety of colors and graphics, and music are more inclined to be 

accepted by females. In the majority of studies, achievement scores for males and 

females have not been significantly different when using computer-assisted instruction. 

Finally, there seems to be no definitive answer to the issue of gender differences in 

relation to cognitive style. 

Long Term Retention 

The research involving possible relationships between information retention and 

instructional technology is very meager. Aggravating the problem is a lack of agreement 
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on how soon after treatment should retention be measured. In the studies reviewed, tests 

for retention ranged anywhere from immediately after the experiment (Gray, 1989) to 

eight weeks later (Murphy & Davidson, 1991). Retention of information tests soon after 

treatment sometimes show an increase in achievement, as the initial test may serve as a 

rehearsal or added study session (Canelos, Murphy, Blomhach, & Heck, 1980). 

The greatest interest regarding long term retention and the use of computers seems 

to be in relation to learner control (Gray, 1987; Gray, 1989; Higgins & Boone, 1990; 

Lin, 1991; Murphy & Davidson, 1991; Silverstein, 1990). Gray (1989) found that 

maximum subject control over learning path does not increase long term retention scores. 

Lin (1991) learned that the branching associated with most hypertext programs improves 

delayed achievement scores, but only when the subjects have been made familiar with the 

instruction system. Nursing students who had various amounts of subject control in a 

computer program did not show any significant differences in retention scores, according 

to a study by Murphy and Davidson (1991). Using a hypertext computer program, low 

achievement learners forgot very little information between the posttest and the retention 

test in a study by Higgins and Boone (1990). Higgins and Boone did find, however, 

that students identified as normal learners forgot a substantial amount of the presented 

hypertext information as measured in the delayed posttesL Silverstein (1990) 

investigated the effects of graphics as well as learner control on retention of knowledge 

gained from a computer program; no links were found between graphics or learner 

control and long term retention. 



Several other research studies have relevance to the current project Researchers 

have looked at the affect of immediate versus delayed feedback on knowledge retention 

scores when using a computer program (Chanond, 1988; Moisey, 1988; Wager, 1984); 

unfortunately, the results from these experiments were insignificant and contradictory. 

Gesshel-Green (1987) involved one group of high school algebra students with a 

computer graphics program while a control group received conventional, teacher-directed 

instruction. While there was no significant difference in delayed achievement scores at 

the end of the experiment, the researcher found that those students who had difficulties 

with certain symbol manipulation methods were more successful when using the 

computer program. Howard (1986) investigated different personality types, as identified 

by the Myers Briggs Type Indicator Test, and found that delayed achievement scores 

were similar for all personality types after computer-based instruction. 

The research with the greatest relevance to the proposed study was undertaken by 

Wang (1990). After being identified as either field dependent or field independent, high 

school subjects worked on a 40 minute interactive videodisc (IVD) biology lesson. Two 

measurement instruments, an achievement test and a perception/attitude survey, were 

administered one week after the IVD. Field independent students performed significantly 

better than the field dependent subjects on the achievement posttesL 

A few attempts have been made to categorize results in regard to long term 

retention. In a review of traditional studies of cognitive style, Goodenough (1976) 

determined that those subjects identified as field independent were frequently found to 

remember information better than field dependent individuals. In a meta-analysis. 



Kulik, Bangert-Drowns, and Williams (1983) found that retention scores were generally 

higher for subjects using computer-based instruction, although the retention effects were 

not large enough to be significant However, it does appear that maximum learner 

control seldom promotes high retention of knowledge; in fact, low learner control seems 

to be at least as beneficial with some subjects. It is unclear at this time if delayed versus 

immediate feedback, personality type, or cognitive type affect long term retention in any 

significant manner. 

An Historical Overview of Computers in Music Education 

The history of computers in music education can be conveniently divided into four 

main periods or generations (Peters, 1992). The first, starting in the mid 1950s, 

involved the use of large, expensive mainframe computers normally housed at a major 

university or research center. Most software was of a simplistic nature and had to be 

laboriously entered into the computer using a complicated computer language. The 

second phase begun in the late 1970s with the introduction of the home, or personal, 

computer. These machines were still fairly expensive, slow, and not capable of storing 

or running sophisticated programs. Software also improved considerably, but the 

process of programming was still largely in the hands of professional programmers. The 

third era, starting in the late 1980s, saw the adoption of a single protocol for the 

sequencing of digital information for musical events (MIDI, for Musical Information 

Digital Interface) and the use of faster, more powerful, reasonably priced computers. 

Software expanded considerably and included many programs designed by, or in 



consultation with, professional music educators. The latest generation (1990 — ) is 

characterized by the use of a wide variety of media (video, still photographs, text, and 

audio) for numerous instructional purpxDses. This section of the document will deal 

primarily with the first three periods of computers; the fourth generation will be dealt with 

later in this chapter. 

The Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations program (PLATO), 

begun at the University of Illinois in the late 1960s, was one of the first major projects 

utilizing computers for music instruction, primarily theory and fundamentals training 

(Upitis, 1983). By the late 1970s, the graphic abilities of the PLATO system made 

possible the representation of traditional music notation on the computer monitor. As 

well, the use of a touch-sensitive screen allowed subjects to input their answers either 

through the traditional typewriter keyboard or by pressing the appropriate location on the 

screen (Hofstetter, 1981). GLJIDO, an early computer theory program created at the 

University of Delaware, allowed for course requirements to be set up for individuals. 

This software enabled the programmer to modify the application to meet the specific 

needs of all students from pre-school to college (Arenson & Hofstetter, 1983). 

Several other theory and music fundamentals programs were developed for 

PLATO. MEDICI, a sophisticated melodic dictation program, was created to run on the 

PLATO system (Taylor, 1988). Another application, Harmonic Intonation Training 

Program, consisted of exercises in comparing mistuned and tuned musical examples; it 

could also locate and correct mistunings (Dalby, 1990). 
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The most prevelant use of computers in music has been, and continues to be, to act 

as learning machines or drillmasters, a concept dating back to the first use of computers 

in the 1950s (Taylor, 1988). Much of the traditional teaching in the area of music theory 

and fundamentals lends itself readily to the format of machine-learning; there is often a 

need for repetitive encounters using similar stimuli with evaluated responses. 

Consequently, many researchers have created or adapted drill software for use in the 

music classroom (Bailey, 1990; Koppelman, 1992; Placek, 1974; Prevel & Sallis, 1986; 

Turk, 1985; Whiston, 1987; Williams, 1989). 

Computers have also been used as compositional aids in music education. Lamb 

(1982) devised an early computer tool to help young people explore sound. The Lamb 

project utilized a light pen and a graphics table with the grand staff on it; this allowed 

students to draw and alter musical shapes. Upitis (1989) has investigated the use of 

computers by young children for initial exploration of music composition. Because 

Upitis feels that children need to be able to manipulate sounds, forms, and learning about 

music through creative work, she feels computers have the potential to become powerful 

music education tools. 

Although Deihl and Radocy (1969) predicted that computers would eventually be 

used widely in instrumental instruction, only a few studies have investigated this area. 

An intonation program developed by Eisele (1986) helped middle school violin and viola 

students advance their intonation discrimination skills. Miller (1987) discovered that a 

researcher-created interactive videodisc designed to help students learn oboe reed-making 

was helpful to her pilot subjects. An aural-visual program created by Malave (1991) 



helped beginning clarinet students improve their tone quality. Rees and Michelis (1991) 

incorporated a computerized sound spectrum analysis of different tones being played by 

pianists and violinists. With this computer feedback, the subjects should be able to 

determine how to better elicit the sound they would like to hear. The motions of 

musicians while performing have been analyzed by computer in order to improve 

pedagogy and to assist those studying performance injuries (McArthur, 1989). 

Computers have also been used to train conductors at the college level. Deal 

(1985) took a preexisting error detection program and adapted it for use by a 

microcomputer. The computer translation proved to work as well as the original version. 

Jones (1991) sought to improve error detection skills in relation to musical score reading. 

The computer was used to provide instruction, random-access audio, and printed score 

examples. As well as helping the subject with drill in error detection, it tracked student 

success rate and use of time. Schwaegler (1985) developed a computer-based conducting 

trainer that was used to investigate how four different forms of information feedback 

affected the conductor. The researcher discovered that subjects receiving supplementary 

feedback on their conducting, either with or following their performance, performed with 

a more ideal conducting pattern than those that did not have the information feedback. 

The Continuous Response Digital Interface (CRDl), an electronic device designed 

to be used in conjunction with a computer, has been used in many music education 

research projects. This tool allows for musical reactions to be recorded as they occur and 

is particulariy useful when dealing with subjects who do not have written skills. Rentz 

(1992) asked subjects to move the CRDI joystick to track instrument families that were 



prominent during the playing of Copland's Billy the Kid. Brittin (1991) sought to 

discover students' responses to different forms of "crossover" popular music. The CRDI 

was used by Madsen (1989) to investigate which elements of music (e.g., rhythm, 

timbre) musicians and non-musicians focused on when listening to orchestral music. 

Madsen, Brittin, and Capperella (as cited in Madsen, 1990) investigated what 

experienced musicians consider an aesthetic experience while listening to the first act of 

Puccini's La Boheme. 

Four examples of the use of computers as musical databases are worth 

mentioning. Crawford (1991) used a bibliographic database to store information on 

music found in Renaissance-printed liturgical books. A database to help community 

librarians answer music education reference questions was created by Barrette (1992). 

Schouten (1988) has developed and piloted a hypertext database structure designed 

specifically for storing and easily accessing knowledge about music, musicians, and 

music education. Nordgren (1990) has his beginning band students use a music 

terminology database in addition to their regular theory workbook. 

Although the computer has not been investigated thoroughly in music therapy, one 

interesting report was found. Isler-Hamilton (1990) discovered that teaching rhythm to 

handicapped children with commercially-available music software produced greater 

achievement than with traditional means. As well, the attitude level towards music was 

significantly higher in the group that used computers. 



In summary, computers have been utilized in music education since the early 

1960s. Software that functions as drillware has been the most popular computer 

application in music education. However, computerized instruction has also been used to 

help teach music composition, instrumental techniques, conducting, and basic 

musicianship. As well, database software designed for specific musical applications has 

been developed and tested. With over 300 computer-assisted music programs available 

("Computer-assisted instruction in music," 1994), we might reasonably assume that 

research will continue to increase in this area. 

Hypermedia and Music Education 

Hypermedia is a term used to denote computer applications that combine audio, 

still pictures, graphics, and video. A unique aspect of hypermedia is that it is organized 

so as to allow the user an amount of control over the order in which material is presented 

(Higgins, 1992). Although the technology is quite new, many educators believe 

educational hypermedia applications hold great promise (Nelson and Palumbo, 1992). 

Music educators are among those excited about the potential of hypermedia; however 

caution needs to be exercised. Successful results using hypermedia in music education 

will become a reality only if music educators are involved in the development of 

meaningful computer applications (Bauer, 1994) and in research (Berz and Bowman, 

1994). 

Much of the investigation into hypermedia use in music education has been 

undertaken at the university level and usually with non-music majors. 



Sigurjonsson (1992) created a hypermedia product that introduced twentieth century 

serial music; it proved helpful in assisting college students understand seriaiism. Hughes 

(I99I) learned that hypermedia was useful for developing recognition in college students' 

music listening experiences. After allowing subjects to become familiar with the 

software. Woodruff and Heeler (1993) allowed students to practice musical concepts by 

composing their own melody; Band In a Box was then used to accomj)any the subjects' 

melodies. Woodruff and Heeler (1991) also designed a tutorial program in perceptive 

listening, utilizing a computer CD-ROM player and videodisc machine. Not only did the 

tutorial present information and allow for responses from the subjects, but it provided 

feedback on the correctaess of user answers and u^cked learner performance. After 

observing students explore a commercially-available CD-ROM music program, Hedden 

and Klein (1993) felt that the flexibility to make choices in a hypermedia listening 

situation seems to be an appropriate strategy for music appreciation. 

Two studies have particular relevance to the current project. Bauer (1994) 

investigated the relationship between learning styles, mode of instruction, and 

achievement with a group of college students enrolled in a music appreciation course. He 

found that mode of instruction did not affect achievement, but that the combination of 

several learning style elements, as identified by the Dunn, Dunn, and Price Learning 

Styles Inventory, were related to achievement. Fortney (1995) also investigated learning 

style (as measured by the Gregorc Style Delineator), attitude, and hypermedia. None of 

the variables were found to interact significantly with achievement in the Fortney 

experiment. Again, both studies employed university students studying music 
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appreciation; both also used commercially-produced CD-ROM music appreciation 

programs. 

A variety of other interesting studies involving hypermedia and music education 

have been undertaken. In a grade six music class, Goodson (1993) found that interactive 

multimedia instruction in music listening required less instruction time than traditional 

teaching methods. Using an interactive videodisc program on making oboe reeds. Miller 

(1987) discovered that subjects were able to successfully create their own reeds after 

viewing the instructional material. Chen and Dennis (1992-93) used a researcher-

designed hypermedia application to teach traditional music notation to Chinese students of 

all ages. In a unique experiment, Adams (1990) created and tested a hypermedia program 

designed to help teach wind players about technical interpretation, such as articulation and 

ornamentation. The application utilized digitized recordings of professional musicians to 

model correct performance. Pearlman, Berger, and Tyler (1993) sought to create a 

standardized hypermedia test, similar to the Graduate Record Examination Music Test. 

While they felt that the resulting application showed promise, they were forced to admit 

there are currently too many problems with the technology to make standardized 

hypermedia tests a reality. 

As one would expect with an area of investigation as new as hypermedia, the 

quantity of research findings is fairly small; as well, there are itill areas that need 

investigation. For instance, only two of the studies listed above dealt with school-aged 

children (Adams, 1990; Goodson, 1993). However, it would appear that we do know 
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that many different hypermedia applications can be as effective as traditional instruction. 

There is not enough evidence to determine whether learning or cognitive style plays any 

role in the acquisition of knowledge in a hypermedia learning situation. Other literatiu-e 

suggests that educators have found many unique uses for hypermedia; this may lead to 

exciting discoveries and rewards in the future. 

Summary 

Gender studies have demonstrated that, although women often have a less positive 

attitude towards computer use, both sexes seem to demonstrate similar achievement when 

involved in computer-assisted learning. In computer-assisted learning experiments, 

subjects whose cognitive style has been identified as field independent seem to do better 

than field dependent subjects on achievement tests. Well-designed hypermedia programs 

may address many cognitive problems identified with both field dependent and 

independent subjects. We still know little about how to promote long term retention in 

computer-assisted learning environments; we do know, however, that high learner 

control seldom promotes long term retention. The field of music education has been very 

active in the use of computer-assisted learning, primarily in the area of theory drill work. 

Computers have been shown to be as effective as regular teaching in most studies. One 

of the newest forms of computer technology being used today is hypermedia. 

Hypermedia is a new and exciting tool; however, there are many aspects that need to be 

investigated in order for us to determine its potential. The majority of research reports 

dealing with interactions between the different variables discussed in this chapter have 
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dealt with university students. There is a real need to investigate how children respond in 

studies involving gender, cognitive style, and hypermedia-assisted learning. 



Chapter Three 
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Restatement of Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of select variables 

(cognitive style, gender, and achievement) when middle school students are involved in 

learning about music through two different instructional modes. The two modes of 

instruction investigated were a researcher-designed interactive hypermedia program and 

an expository teaching lesson. 

Sample 

Subjects were 87 students drawn from the entire grade six and seven population 

(n = 131) of one public elementary school in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. A pilot 

study determined that including in the subject population students from two sequential 

grades would not affect achievement outcomes. Consequently, two consecutive grades 

were used for this project Subjects were selected based upon their extreme scores on the 

Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) as described below. 

The community school serves an area described by the principal as a middle income 

neighborhood. The project school is both a regular English and a French immersion 

school. Because Canada is a bilingual country, French is a required area of study in most 

English-speaking provinces. Many school boards offer parents the option of having their 
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child instructed completely in French. Approximately half of all students in this particular 

school receive their regular instruction in French and the other half in English. Even 

though the hypermedia computer programs were created in English, it was felt that the 

French immersion students would not be at a disadvantage, as English is the first 

language of all students in this school. 

All students attending this school receive a minimum of one hour per week of 

laboratory time in a Macintosh computer lab. Student work in this lab is related to their 

regular studies; in other words, computer assignments are integrated into the general 

curriculum. As this school policy has been in place for over six years, the majority of the 

students are comfortable with Macintosh computers and view them as normal educational 

tools. Since researchers have suggested that some computer studies have been affected 

by novelty and Hawthorne effects (Clark, 1983; Clark, 1985; Williams & Brown, 1991), 

it was thought desirable to involve in this study students who regularly use computers in 

school. 

A researcher-designed preknowledge test (see Appendix A) was administered to all 

131 students to determine if any of the potential subjects had previous information about 

the lesson material—the steel band orchestras of Trinidad. No subjects were rejected from 

the project due to previous knowledge. 

To test for field dependence/independence (FD/I), the GEFT was administered to all 

potential subjects. Although at least one study simply divided all subjects into two 

groups based on the mean GEFT score (Schmidt & Lewis, 1987), this researcher felt it 

important to use extreme groups to maximize differences. Subsequently, six groups 



were identified: field dependent males, field dependent females, field independent males, 

field independent females, field indeterminate males, and field indeterminate females. 

Only field dependent and field independent students were used for the remainder of the 

project. Boys were considered field dependent if their scores on the GEFT were 7 or 

lower and field independent if their scores were 11 or higher. Girls were considered field 

independent if their scores were 7 or lower and field independent if their scores were 10 

or higher. Forty-one male and 45 female students (total n = 86) were chosen to 

participate in the remainder of this study. One male student and two female students did 

not complete the project Students whose scores fell in the middle of the range (8-10) 

were excluded from the study. 

Research Oesign 

The research design called for four groups to be created; field dependent males, 

field dependent females, field independent males, field independent females. In order to 

identify these groups, the GEFT was administered to all potential subjects. Students also 

completed the preknowledge test to determine if they had any previous knowledge about 

the lesson subject. Half of the subjects from each of the four classifications were 

randomly assigned to the computer instruction (experimental) group and the other half to 

the expository teaching (control) group. Each group received the posttest immediately 

after their learning experience and again approximately six weeks later (delayed posttest). 

Consequently, the design was as follows: 
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XI 03 04 

01 02SR 

X2 03 04 

Where 01 = preknowledge test 

Where 02 = the GEFT 

Where SR = stratified randomization 

Where XI = expository teaching 

Where X2 = computer instruction 

Where 03 = posttest 

Where 04 = delayed posttest 

Dependent V ariable 

The dependent variable for this study was achievement. This was measured twice: 

immediately after the treatment and six weeks later in order to test for long term retention. 

The achievement measurement instrument, a 20 question multiple choice test, was 

designed by the researcher (see Appendix B). Content validity of this tool was confirmed 

by G. Allan O'Connor, co-director of the Northern Illinois University Steel Band 

program and one of the leading North American scholars in Trinidad steel band practices 

and history. Two members of the Music Education faculty from the University of Regina 

reviewed the questions on the achievement measurement test to ensure appropriateness 

for the grade levels. Item difficulty analysis wzis undertaken after the pilot, and 

appropriate changes were made. After the experiment, item difficulty was calculated for 
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the revised posttest (see Table 1). A split half reliability coefficient of r = .66 was 

calculated for this test 

Independent Variables 

Dependent variables for this project were gender, cognitive style, and mode of 

instruction. The GEFT was used to identify the cognitive styles of field dependence and 

independence. The two modes of instruction investigated were a researcher-designed 

interactive hypermedia program and an expository teaching lesson. 

Cognitive style 

The GEFT is a group-administered test of FD/I created as an adaptation of the 

Embedded Figures Test (EFT). The EFT has been proven to be a reliable and valid 

measure of field dependence/independence (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971). As 

the GEPT is designed as a group equivalent of the EFT, validity has been computed by 

comparing different sections of the GEFT to the EFT. Resulting validity scores were .82 

for males and .63 for females (Witkin et al., 1971). Published reliability estimates for the 

GEFT are .82 for both men and women (Witkin et al., 1971). Mean scores of 8.79 for 

male subjects and 8.66 for female subjects were calculated for this study. For 

comparison, a study by Mahlios and D'Angelo (1983) of grade five subjects reported 

means of 6.27 for boys and 5.97 for girls. Using college students as subjects, Witkin et. 

al (1971) reported means of 12.0 for male students and 10.8 for female students. These 

results validate previous research which determined that subjects 



Table I 

Item Difficulty of Achievement POsttest 

Test Question Item Difficulty (r)  

I .90 

2 .58 

3 .57 

4 .76 

5 .86 

6 .24 

7 .80 

8 .49 

9 .74 

10 .61 

11 .83 

12 .77 

13 .60 

14 .62 

15 .14 

16 .68 

17 .43 

18 .68 

19 .63 

20 .67 



become more field independent with age until a plateau is reached in eariy adulthood 

(Mahlios & D'Angelo, 1983;Thompson, Pitts, & Gipe, 1983; Witkin et al., 1971). 

Hypermedia program 

Several studies (Fortney, 1995; Bauer, 1995; Hedden & Klein, 1993) have utilized 

commercial CD-ROMs in music education research projects at the college level. 

However, no commercial CD-ROM music appreciation products were deemed 

appropriate for the middle school audience in this study. Consequently, the researcher 

created two hypermedia programs for this project The first program is entitled 

Welcome to the World Music Demonstration Stack and was designed solely to 

familiarize subjects with hypermedia. The program created for the actual experiment is 

entitled Steel Bands and Their Music. The software programs include text, audio (a CD-

ROM player controlled by a computer), scarmed pictures, photographs, and short video 

segments or clips. To design the hypermedia programs, the researcher used a Macintosh 

Centris 660AV computer. HyperCard 2.2 was used as the authoring program with 

Voyager CD Audio Toolkit software utilized to control audio resources. Photographs 

were digitized for inclusion into the program utilizing a Scanman III color scanner and 

Adobe Photoshop scanning software. The computer application Quicklime 2.0 was 

utilized to create and view the video segments. After the pilot, several minor changes 

were made to the program in response to student feedback and researcher observations. 

An attempt was made to address potential hypermedia problems identified by other 

researchers. Subjects often have difficulty working with a computer system and 



sometimes fail to gain an overview of the information being presented, according to 

Hammond (as cited in Ayersman, 1993). To address the first concern raised by 

Hammond, the demonstration program Welcome to the World Music Demonstration 

Stack was created to explain hypermedia programs to the subjects. This program also 

was designed to allow subjects to experience navigating through a sample hypermedia 

application before the actual experiment began. As well, controls in the demonstration 

program were designed to be identical to those foimd in the primary hypermedia program 

entitled Steel Bands and their Music. In order to avoid the second potential problem, the 

researcher created, for the steel band computer program, an introduction stack that 

provided subjects with an overview of the lesson. Although the researcher was tempted 

to create many more links and opportunities for student exploration, an attempt was made 

to limit the amount of learner control without forcing the subject to follow one specific 

path. This was done in response to the research suggesting that too much learner control 

alTects long term retention negatively (Gray, 1987; Gray, 1989; Higgins & Boone, 

1990; Lin, 1992; Murphy & Davidson, 1991; Silverstein, 1990). One of the purposes of 

the pilot project was to determine if an appropriate balance in amount of learner control 

has been achieved. 

The demonstration program consists of six short HyperCard stacks. The initial 

stack was created to explain the concept of hypermedia and demonstrate how to navigate 

through a hypermedia program. The 14 cards in this introductory stack have embedded 

links to audio selections, video clips, and definitions. This initial stack was intended for 
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the instructor to control in order to demonstrate major conventions and features of this 

type of computer program. The last card in this stack consists of four large buttons. 

These buttons are linked to practice stacks. When demonstrating the program, the 

researcher called upon volunteers from the students to navigate through the remaining 

hypermedia stacks. 

The individual practice stacks each contain information about and pictures of a 

particular popular singer or group. Each practice stack contains between 10 and 13 

cards. Because the researcher planned on asking a different volunteer to navigate through 

each one of these stacks, the physical content (audio, video, definition links, color 

pictures, navigation buttons) of each stack is approximately the same. Each stack 

includes at least one audio selection, video segment, color photograph, and definition 

link. The sixth stack consists of definitions linked to the other five stacks. Every 

definition is written on its own card; the color of, and graphic on, each individual card is 

the same as the stack to which it is linked. 

All audio controls in the demonstration program are links to a commercially-

available CD recording that was deemed popular for this age group. Since this 

demonstration program is intended to be projected onto a wall screen, the researcher 

utilized a large font size for the text and rarely used more than 30 words on each card. 

Each of the five main stacks is a different color; however only light hues are used in order 

to make the text easier to read. 

The main hypermedia application for investigation. Steel Bands and Their Miisic, 

was designed in a manner similar to the demonstration program. The program starts with 
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an introductory set of cards followed by four stacks, each dealing with a specific aspect 

of steel drums and/or music for steel bands. The introduction stack consists of 14 cards 

that briefly introduce the topic and provide an overview of the lesson. The final card acts 

as a main page for the rest of the program and has links to the four specific topic stacks: 

Carnival: The Festival and its History, Steel Band Festivals in Trinidad, How Steel 

Drums are Made, and Steel Bands: Then and Now. There is also a sixth stack that 

contains definitions linked to words throughout the other stacks. 

The four specific topic stacks have many common elements. All cards in a 

particular stack are of the same color. This allows for the researcher to monitor the user's 

learning path unobtrusively several feet away from the computer monitor. The "next 

page" button on the last card in every topic stack takes the user back to the main page. 

All pages except the title card have a link available to return the user to the main page. 

Audio examples are programmed to play for two to three minutes; however, the user can 

stop the performance by pressing a button labelled "I've heard enough" or simply 

navigating to the another card. Words that are defined are underlined and highlighted. A 

mouse click on an underlined, highlighted word takes the user to the appropriate card in 

the definition stack. Cards in the definition stack have only one button; this permits the 

user to return to the page where the defined word was initially encountered. The major 

differences between the various stacks are related to content. The specific content of each 

topic stack dictated the number of cards, audio examples, video clips, photographs, and 

graphics used. 

All resources came from the researcher's p)ersonal library. Audio examples are 
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from the compact disc recording 1992: The Taiwan Tour by the Northern Illinois 

University Steel Band. This resource was selected because it contains steel band 

arrangements of calypso, classical, and popular material as well as compositions 

specifically written for steel bands. 

Expository teaching lesson 

A 40 minute expository lesson was created and taught by the researcher (see 

Appendix C). The lesson plan was based on a teaching model (Lang, McBeath, & 

Hebert, 1994) in use at the University of Regina. This model was chosen as most of the 

students involved in this experiment are taught by graduates of this particular Canadian 

university. The lesson included overhead transparencies (see Appendix D) designed to 

focus attention on key points. Several short video excerpts and audio recordings were 

also employed in this lesson. The video and audio examples were identical to those 

utilized in the hypermedia program. 

Method and Procedures 

Following the administration and scoring of the preknowledge test and the GEFT, 

four groups of students were selected: field dependent males, field dependent females, 

field independent males, and field independent females. Half of the members from each 

set were randomly assigned to the experimental group and the other half to the conU-ol 

group. 



Using the Welcome to the World Music Demonstration Stack, subjects in the 

experimental group received a class lesson on how to navigate through a hypermedia 

computer program To ensure that all computer applications ran as the researcher 

intended, the Macintosh Centris 660 AV computer employed to create the hypermedia 

programs was used throughout the experiment In order that all students could see the 

visual output of the computer, a Sharp Model QA-350 Computer LCD Projection Panel 

and overhead projector were used to cast the computer image onto an audio-visual wall 

screen. After the introduction stack was viewed, opportunities were provided for 

individual students to navigate through one of the four hypermedia practice stacks. 

Over the next two weeks, every student was given a 40 minute period to investigate 

the hypermedia program about steel bands. After the subject entered the room and was 

seated at the computer, a common set of instructions was read to him or her (see 

Appendix E). Before beginning their exploration, students were given a two page 

overview of the objectives of the music lesson to review (see Appendix F^. Students 

were encouraged to refer to, or write on, this guide throughout their hypermedia 

exploration period. At the conclusion of a student's 40 minute exploration of the 

computer program, he or she was given the achievement measurement posttest. 

Students in the control group were split into two groups arranged by grade, due to 

the physical size of the room and for ease of instruction. Each of the two groups received 

an identical 40 minute lesson on the steel bands of Trinidad, taught by the researcher and 

utilizing the same material found in the computer program. Both lessons were taught on 



the same day. At the conclusion of their 40 minute lesson, the achievement measurement 

posttest was administered to all subjects. 

Approximately six weeks later, the posttest was repeated to subjects from both 

groups in order to test for long term retention. 

Pilot 

To insure the appropriateness of the interactive hypermedia programs for the age 

group, the pilot test utilized a small number of subjects (n = 25) drawn from the grade 

six, seven and eight classes of two elementary schools. 

Subjects received hands-on instruction on how to navigate through a hypermedia 

program, after which the GEFT was administered. During the next week, each student 

was allowed to individually explore the computer program. All subjects were given a 

short printed overview of the objectives of the lesson. Students were asked to read this 

overview before beginning the computer program and were allowed to review it at any 

time during their exploration of the hypermedia program. While the students investigated 

the computer program, the researcher made anecdotal notes regarding student choice of 

discovery path, difficulties encountered, and questions asked. At the conclusion of each 

session, the posttest was administered to the subject. After reviewing the results of the 

posttest, the researcher surmised that the interactive hypermedia program Steel Bands 

and Their Music would be suitable for use at the grade six, seven, and eight level. 

The subjects' average exploration time was 33 minutes, 27 seconds. As only four 

of the subjects took more than 40 minutes to complete the hypermedia program, it was 



assumed that 40 minutes would be sufficient time for most subjects at these grade levels 

to explore the program thoroughly. 

After ail students had experienced the hypermedia program, the researcher asked 

subjects to complete a survey describing their attitudes and reactions to the computer 

session. Of the 21 respondents who completed the survey (several subjects were not 

available), 90% felt that this hypermedia program was an enjoyable method of learning 

about music. Only 5% of the students found the researcher-designed program confusing, 

and no respondent thought the program was too simplistic. A short group interview was 

also conducted at each of the two schools to confirm and clarify the student feedback. 

BCline (1971) found that students as young as grade eight have proven capable of 

self-directed study. However, in the 24 years since the Kline study, computers have 

become far more commonplace in schools. Based on the results of the posttest and the 

attitude survey, the researcher surmised that the Steel Bands and Their Music 

hypermedia program being investigated would be an appropriate learning tool for 

students at the grade six, seven and eight levels. 

Primary Hvixjthesis 

There will be no significant differences or interactions between the achievement 

scores of two groups of students each taught by a different instructional mode when 

compared by time of test, gender, or cognitive style. 
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Time Table 

The researcher administered the preknowledge test and the GEFT during the first 

week of October, 1995. Subjects from the experimental group began working on the 

computer program during the third week of October. Two school weeks were required to 

accommodate all members of the experimental group. At the begiruiing of the last week 

of October, at approximately the same time that one half of the experimental group had 

completed their hypermedia lesson, the control group classes were given their instruction. 

The researcher returned to the school during the second week of December to administer 

the delayed posttesL 

Summary 

From the entire population of grade six and seven students at an elementary school 

in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada, 41 males and 45 females were selected to participate 

in this project based on their scores on a cognitive styles test. The dependent variable, 

achievement, was measured by a researcher-designed multiple choice test Cognitive 

style was determined by the use of the GEFT. The researcher created two hypermedia 

programs for this project; the first was used as a demonstration tool and the second was 

designed to present the lesson material to the experimental group. During the last two 

weeks of October, 1995, each subject in the experimental group was given 40 minutes to 

explore the hypermedia program, after which he/she was given the posttest. A 40 minute 

expository lesson was created and taught by the researcher to the control group during the 

last week of October. The posttest was administered to the control group immediately 



following their lesson. The researcher returned to the school during the second week of 

December and administered the delayed posttest to all subjects. 
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This chapter will present the analyses of data collected for this study. The project 

utilized a two group experimental design with two posttests to answer the research 

questions. The independent variables were mode of music instruction, cognitive style, 

and gender. The dependent variable for this study was achievement, determined on a 

multiple choice test administered immediately after treatment and again approximately six 

weeks later. 

Data was analyzed using the Statistica software program for Macintosh computers. 

Mean differences, interactions, and possible relationships among gender, mode of 

instruction, cognitive style, and time of test were determined by conducting a repeated 

measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistical procedure with the two posttests 

being the repeated measures. In order to compare and analyze differences, interactions, 

and possible relationships among gender, mode of instruction, cognitive style and the 

initial posttest, an ANOVA, using the initial posttest as the dependent variable, was 

conducted. 

As well, a t test was conducted on the data collected from the initial posttest to 

determine if there were any significant differences between the scores of grades six and 

seven subjects. This analysis confirmed the researcher's earlier assumption: there 



was no significant difference in achievement scores attributable to student's grade in 

school (t = -1.33, df = 129, p <. 19). 

Data Analysis 

Primary hvixjthesis 

There will be no significant differences or interactions between the achievement 

scores of two groups of students each taught by a different instructional mode when 

compared by time of test, gender, or cognitive style. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed several significant interactions among mode 

of instruction, cognitive style, gender, and time of test A significant difference was 

found between the posttest and the delayed posttest scores. Significant differences were 

found between the means of field dependent and field independent subjects as well as 

between the combined posttest means scores of the control and experimental groups. As 

well, an interaction was found between cognitive style and instructional mode. Based on 

these results, the researcher rejected the primary hypothesis. Table 2 displays the results 

of all possible interactions among gender, mode of instruction, cognitive style, and time 

of test, and Table 3 illustrates the summary of means for the same variables. 

While the primary hypothesis was rejected, the basis for this rejection relied on 

interactions which were not germane to the study. For example, the repeated measures 

ANOVA found a significant difference between the posttest and the delayed posttest, 

which was to be expected. Therefore, the hypotheses which were pertinent to the study 

will be addressed individually. These hypotheses all involve interactions with the ^vo 

posttests. Interactions not involving the two tests will be addressed later in the chapter. 



Table 2 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: l-Gender, 2-Instructional Mode, 3-Cognitive Style 

Repeated Measures: 4-Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F /7-level 

I 1.492 1 1.492 .120 .730 

2 125.981 1 125.981 10.152 .002 

3 168.303 1 168.303 13.562 .001 

4 402.988 1 402.988 129.095 .001 

1 X 2  2.153 1 2.153 .174 .678 

1 X 3  2.936 1 2.936 .398 .530 

1 X 4  5.6227 1 5.6227 1.801 .184 

2 X 3  63.772 1 63.772 5.139 .026 

2 X 4  5.246 1 5.246 1.681 .199 

3 X 4  .036 1 .036 .011 .915 

1 X 2 X 3  41.600 1 41.600 3.352 .071 

1 X 2 X 4  .047 I .047 .015 .903 

1 X 3 X 4  .073 1 .073 .023 .879 

2 X 3 X 4  .889 1 .889 .285 .595 

1 X 2 X 3 X 4  .744 1 .744 .238 .627 



Tables 

Summary of Means: Repeated Measures ANOVA 

E)ependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Gender Instr. Mode Cognitive Style Test Means 

male control f. dep. initial 12.55 

male control f. dep. delayed 9.40 

male control f. indep. initial 13.95 

male control f. indep. delayed 10.85 

male exp. f. dep. initial 9.95 

male exp. f. dep. delayed 7.60 

male exp. f. indep. initial 11.85 

male exp. f. indep. delayed 9.50 

female control f. dep. initial 13.59 

female control f. dep. delayed 9.59 

female control f. indep. initial 13.50 

female control f. indep. delayed 9.92 

female exp. f. dep. initial 9.25 

female exp. f. dep. delayed 6.45 

female exp. f. indep. initial 14.18 

female exp. f. indep. delayed 10.68 



Secondary Hypothesis HO I ̂ 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test and gender. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interaction between time of 

test and gender. Based on these results, the researcher failed to reject Secondary 

Hypothesis HO 2 j. Table 4 highlights the relevant data from the repeated measures 

ANOVA test 

Table 4 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable: Gender 

Repeated Measures: Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

Gender 5.623 1 5.623 1.801 .184 (ns) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO] o 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test and instructional mode. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interaction between time of 

test and instructional mode. Based on these results, the researcher failed to reject 

Secondary Hypothesis HO j o- Table 5 highlights the relevant data from the repeated 

measures ANOVA test 

Tables 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable: Instructional Mode 

Repeated Measures: Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

InsUiictional Mode 5.246 I 5.246 1.681 .199 (ns) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO] -3. 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test and cognitive style. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interaction between time of 

test and cognitive style. Based on these results, the researcher failed to reject Secondary 

Hypothesis HOj 3. Table 6 highlights the relevant data from the repeated measures 

ANOVA test. 

Table 6 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable; Cognitive Style 

Repeated Measures: Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-Ievel 

Cognitive Style .036 1 .036 .0146 .915 (ns) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO ̂ 4 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test, gender, and instructional mode. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among time of 

test, gender, and instructional mode. Based on these results, the researcher failed to 

reject Secondary Hypothesis HOj 4. Table 7 highlights the relevant data from the 

repeated measures ANOVA test 

Table 7 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables; 1-Gender, 2-InstructionaI Mode 

Repeated Measures: 4-Test (posttestand delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

1 X 2  X  4  . 0 4 6  1  . 0 4 6  . 0 1 5  . 9 0 3  ( n s )  
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Secondary Hypothesis HO| 5 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test, gender, and cognitive style. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among time of 

test, gender, and cognitive style. Based on these results, the researcher failed to reject 

Secondary Hypothesis HOj 5. Table 8 highlights the relevant data from the repeated 

measures ANOVA test 

Tables 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Gender, 3-Cognitive Style 

Repeated Measures: 4-Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

1 X 3  X  4  . 0 7 3  1  . 0 7 3  . 0 2 3  . 8 7 9  ( n s )  
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Secondary Hypothesis HOi it; 

There will be no significant interactions among the achievement scores of students 

when compared by time of test, cognitive style, and instructional mode. 

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among time of 

test, cognitive style, and instructional mode. Based on these results, the researcher failed 

to reject Secondary Hypothesis HOj g. Table 9 highlights the relevant data from the 

repeated measures ANOVA tesL 

Table 9 

Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 2-Instructional Mode, 3-Cognitive Style 

Repeated Measures: 4-Test (posttest and delayed posttest) 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

2 X 3 X 4 .889 I .889 .285 .595 (ns) 



In order to analyze data for secondary hypotheses 1.7 through 1.13, an ANOVA 

test was conducted. All interactions were related to the initial posttest; there was no 

repeated measure. This was done to ensure that all interactions could be attributed to the 

three independent variables: gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style. All results 

of the ANOVA are displayed in Table 10, and the means for the three variables are 

illustrated in Table 11. 

Table 10 

ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Posttest One Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Gender, 2-Instructional Mode, 3-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

I 6.457 1 6.457 .703 .405 

2 91.321 I 91.321 9.938 .002 

3 86.616 I 86.616 9.426 .003 

1 X 2  1.416 1 1.416 .154 .696 

1 X3 3.103 1 3.103 .338 .563 

2 X 3  39.862 1 39.862 4.338 .041 

1 X 2 X 3  26.733 1 26.733 2.909 .092 



Table II 

Means: ANOVA 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Gender Instructional Mode Cognitive Style Means 

male control f. dependent 12.55 

male control f. independent 13.95 

male exp. f. dependent 9.95 

male exp. f. independent 11.85 

female control f. dependent 13.59 

female control f. independent 13.50 

female exp. f. dependent 9.25 

female exp. f. independent 14.18 
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Secondary Hypothesis HQ T 7 

There will be no significant difference between the posttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by gender. 

The ANOVA revealed no significant interaction between posttest scores and gender. 

Consequently, the researcher failed to reject Secondary Hypothesis HO J 7. Table 12 

highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA test. (As was done earlier, the specific part 

of the ANOVA which is related to each secondary hypothesis will be highlighted in a 

separate table.) 

Table 12 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable: Gender 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

Gender 6.457 1 6.457 .703 .405 (ns) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HQj 

There will be no significant difference between the posttest achievement scores of 

students taught by different instructional modes. 

The ANOVA revealed a significant difference between posttest scores and 

instructional modes. Therefore, the researcher rejected Secondary Hypothesis HO ̂  g. 

An investigation into the means of the two groups demonstrated that subjects in the 

control group achieved significantly higher scores (control group M=13.41; experimental 

group M=11.38). Table 13 highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA, and Figure 2 

illustrates the significant difference in the main effect of mode of instruction and posttest 

scores. 

Table 13 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable: Instructional Mode 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

Instructional Mode 91.321 1 91.321 9.938 .002 (significant) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HQ] o 

There will be no significant differences between the px)sttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by cognitive style. 

The ANOVA revealed a significant difference between posttest scores of field 

dependent and field independent students. Therefore, the researcher rejected Secondary 

Hypothesis HO^ g. An investigation into the means of the two groups demonstrated that 

field independent subjects achieved significantly higher scores on the posttest than field 

dependent subjects (field independent subject's M=13.395; field dependent subject's 

M=11.390). Table 14 highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA, and Figure 3 

illustrates the significant difference in the main effect of cognitive style and posttest 

scores. 

Table 14 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variable: Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F /?-level 

Cognitive Style 86.616 1 86.616 9.426 .OCB (significant) 
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Figure 3: Acliievement Means and Cognitive Styles 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO I ]n 

There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by gender and instructional mode. 

The ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among posttest scores, gender, 

and instructional mode. Consequently, the researcher failed to reject Secondary 

Hypothesis HOj jq- Table 15 highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA test. 

Table 15 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Gender, 2-Instructional Mode 

Effect SS df MS F /?-level 

1 X 2  1 . 4 1 6  I  1 . 4 1 6  . 1 5 4  . 6 9 6  ( n s )  
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Secondary Hypothesis HQ] p 

There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by gender and cognitive style. 

The ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among posttest scores, gender, 

and cognitive style. Consequently, the researcher failed to reject Secondary Hypothesis 

HO2 2 J. Table 16 highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA test. 

Table 16 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Gender, 3-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F /7-level 

1 X3 3.103 1 3.103 .338 .563 (ns) 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO ̂  ]ni 

There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by cognitive style and instructional mode. 

The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between cognitive style and 

instructional mode as indicated by posttest scores. Therefore, the researcher rejected 

Secondary Hypothesis HO^ ^2* investigation into the means of the four groups 

demonstrated that field dependent subjects in the experimental group achieved 

significantly lower scores than control group field dependent, control group field 

independent, or experimental field independent subjects (field dependent experimental 

group subjects M=9.600; field dependent control group M=13.095; field independent 

experimental group M=13.07l; field independent control group M=:13.704). Table 17 

highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA and Rgure 4 illustrates the interaction 

between cognitive style and instructional mode as measured on the posttest. 

Table 17 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 2-Instructional Mode, 3-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

2 X 3  3 9 . 8 6 2  1  3 9 . 8 6 2  4 . 3 3 8  . 0 4 1  ( s i g n i f i c a n t )  
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Rgure 4: Interaction between Posttest Scores based on 
Instructional Mode and Cognitive Style 
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Secondary Hypothesis HO] ] 'x 

There will be no significant interactions among the posttest achievement scores of 

students when compared by gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style. 

The ANOVA revealed no significant interactions among posttest scores, gender, 

instructional mode, and cognitive style. Consequently, the researcher failed to reject 

Secondary Hypothesis HO J 23- Table 18 highlights the relevant data from the ANOVA 

test. 

Table 18 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: I-Gender, 2-Instructional Mode, 3-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

1 X 2  X  3  2 6 . 7 3 3  1  2 6 . 7 3 3  2 . 9 0 9  . 0 9 2  ( n s )  

Since this test approached significance, it was decided to explore the data further. 

This was done with complete understanding of the statistical limitations inherent in this 

type of post hoc analysis. 

Further Analysis 

In order to further explore interactions among gender, instructional mode, and 

cognitive style, the researcher split the data by gender for the purpose of running separate 
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ANOVA tests. The results of these two tests demonstrated that the observed interaction 

between cognitive style and instructional mode was largely due to the posttest scores 

achieved by females in the study. Table 19 displays the results of the ANOVA test on 

data collected on the female subjects, and Table 20 illustrates the ANOVA test conducted 

on the data collected on the male subjects. 

Table 19 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)—Females Onlv 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Instructional Mode, 2-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F p-level 

1 X 2  69.089 1 69.089 6.012 .019 (significant) 

Table 20 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)—Males Onlv 

Dependent Variable: Achievement Scores 

Independent Variables: 1-Instructional Mode, 2-Cognitive Style 

Effect SS df MS F /7-level 

1 X 2  .625 1 .625 .094 .761 (ns) 
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Summary of Findings 

Using ANOVA and repeated measures ANOVA statistical tests, data from this 

project was analyzed. Instructional mode and posttest scores as well as cognitive style 

and posttest scores produced significant interactions. In addition, a significant difference 

was found between the two instructional modes, cognitive styles, and posttests. Results 

of a separate ANOVA test determined that there was an interaction between instructional 

mode and cognitive style for females only. All other interactions between variables were 

found to be not significant 
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Chapter Five 

Discussion of Results and Conclusions 

Restatement of Punx>se 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of select variables 

(cognitive style, gender, and achievement) when middle school students are involved in 

learning about music through two different instructional modes. The two modes of 

instruction investigated were a researcher-designed interactive hypermedia program and 

an expository teaching method. 

Discussion 

The primary hypothesis dealt with interactions among all variables being 

investigated in this study: gender, instructional mode, cognitive style, and time of test. 

The main objective of the principal hypothesis was to determine if student scores on the 

delayed posttest were significantly affected by the other three variables. The only 

significant difference involving time of test was found between the two posttest scores, 

which is to be expected; all individuals tend to forget some information over time. None 

of the other significant results involved time of test as a variable. Therefore, even though 

the researcher rejected the primary hypothesis, no consequential interactions were found. 

The researcher concluded that long term retention, as measured by a delayed posttest, 

does not interact with gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style. Consequently, 



secondary hypotheses 1.1 through 1.7 all failed to be rejected. Specific discussion on 

each of these hypotheses follows. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.1 investigated the relationship between gender and time of 

test. Although most would assume that males and females remember information equally 

well, very little educational research has been undertaken to test this. This study found 

no reason to suspect a gender difference in long term retention of information at the 

middle school level. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.2 sought to leam if different instructional modes interact 

with time of test. Since a hypermedia program offers a very rich learning experience, 

combining video, text, graphics, and sound, the researcher was curious to see if long 

term retention would increase with its use. Although several other studies have shown 

that computers do not aid long term retention, a hypermedia application was thought to be 

different enough to warrant investigation. This research project demonstrated that long 

term retention of music materials is not influenced by either hypermedia-assisted learning 

or expository learning. Teachers should be able to use either instructional mode and 

expect students to remember lesson material equally well. 

Interactions between cognitive style and time of test were the focus of Secondary 

Hypothesis 1.3. Field independent students achieved significantly higher scores on the 

posttest than did field dependent students. On the delayed posttest, this difference was 

still evident. Consequently, we can say that there was no interaction between cognitive 

style and time of test; differences in test scores discovered between cognitive style with 

the posttest were still evident with the delayed posttest. This finding adds important data 



to the literature; few previous studies had investigated the relationship between cognitive 

style and long term retention. We now know that once students have learned material in a 

music class, their retention of this information over several weeks is similar, no matter 

whether they are field dependent or independent 

Upon reflecting on the results of the cognitive style relationship to delayed posttest 

scores, the researcher again reviewed the literature on long term retention. Only two 

studies had previously looked at delayed posttest scores and any form of learning style: 

Wang (1990) and Howard (1986). Wang's findings were similar to those of this current 

project; posttest scores of field independent subjects were higher than those attained by 

field dependent subjects even after several weeks. Howard, however, found no 

significant interaction between learning style (but not cognitive style) and a long term 

retention test administered six weeks after the initial test. It may be that field 

dependence/independence is the primary personality factor related to the way individuals 

perceive and react to their learning environment. This theory should obviously be tested 

in the future by a direct comparison among different personality variables. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.4 looked for interactions among gender, cognitive style, 

and time of test Again, no significant differences were found. Like those in earlier 

research, the males in this study were slightly more field independent than females on the 

GEFT. However, this gender and cognitive style difference did not interact with long 

term retention of information. We can assume that male and female students are equally 

capable of remembering information regardless of their cognitive style. This suggests 

that adapting instruction based on gender or cognitive style in order to promote long term 
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retention need not be a major concern of middle school music teachers. 

The next hypothesis, number 1.5, sought to find if there were interactions among 

gender, instructional mode, and time of test. The lack of any observed significant 

difference tells us that boys and girls are equally capable of remembering information in 

both a hypermedia and an exposi tory teaching lesson. Although earlier studies of 

computer-assisted learning suggested that males and females were capable of achieving 

similar results with computers, this is the first time work has been undertaken to include 

long term retention as a variable. Because both modes of instruction seem to achieve 

similar results with either gender, educators may wish to use hypermedia resources that 

are available and focus their own energies on skills and concepts that are not as easily 

learned in a computer environment. 

The finding of nonsignificance in Secondary Hypothesis 1.5 suggests that there is 

no relationship among gender, mode of instruction, and long term retention. Again, 

these results demonstrate that boys and girls remember information equally well 

regardless of the mode of instruction. The absence of significant difference in delayed 

posttest scores tells us that if there is any difference in attitude toward computers between 

female and male middle school students it is not reflected in long term retention. These 

results, while not surprising, extend the research regarding gender differences and mode 

of instruction. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.6 investigated interactions among instructional mode, 

cognitive style, and time of test. No interactions were found among these three variables. 



The results of this project suggest that any differences resulting from cognitive style or 

instructional mode reported on posttests (see Secondary Hypotheses 1.8 through 1.13) 

will still be evident six weeks later, no matter whether the subject is taught with an 

interactive hypermedia program or by an expository teaching method. 

These first seven hypotheses all dealt with determining if long term retention is 

affected by gender, mode of instruction, and cognitive style. The simple answer is no, 

there are no interactions among these different variables. If there are variables that 

interact with long term retention of information, they are not the ones investigated in this 

study. 

Although no significant differences were found between long term retention and the 

other variables investigated in this study, it is wrong to conclude that all individuals 

remember information the same way. It may be that individuals learn to adapt 

information to best meet their needs. By the time students are in grade six or seven, they 

have already had ample opportunity to leam how the educational system works and what 

is exfjected of them. Children of different genders or cognitive styles and those 

experiencing different instructional modes may already have learned to adapt their long 

term retention skills in order to "jump through the hoops" that educators place in front of 

them. 

The remainder of the hypotheses were designed to study relationships among 

gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style as measured on the initial posttest. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.7 sought to determine if gender affected achievement in this 

project. Although in this study girls scored on average one-half point higher than boys 



on the posttest, the difference was not significant This again reinforces what we already 

know: given equal opportunities in the classroom, males and females can be equally 

successful. 

Secondeuy Hypothesis 1.8 was intended to find if different instructional modes 

interact with posttest scores. Subjects in the group receiving the expository teaching 

lesson achieved significantly higher posttest scores than did the group using the 

hypermedia program. These results were not expected by the researcher. Research 

comparisons between the two instructional methods have generally found no significant 

difference in posttest scores. 

Upon reviewing the procedures in this study as they relate to instructional mode, 

several possible reasons for this finding come to mind. It may be that a test of factual 

information such as found on the multiple choice achievement test is not suited to this 

type of research. The hypermedia program attempted to present material in a contextual 

manner, giving the student not only information about the steel bands of Trinidad, but 

also about the culture in which these music groups are nurtured. This richer 

environment, designed to be more meaningful to the student, may not have been 

evaluated fairly by the posttest Since the expository teaching lesson was similar to the 

way most students receive instruction in preparation for quizzes similar to the posttest, 

subjects in the control group may have had an advantage when it came to completing the 

posttest In other words, the posttest may have been more suited for measuring results 

obtained from an expository teaching lesson than from an interactive hypermedia 

program. 



The amount of information covered and treatment time may also have played a part 

in the interaction between instructional mode and the posttesL The hypermedia program 

contained much more information than was able to be presented in the expository 

teaching lesson. The researcher found, as had previous research, that a hypermedia 

music program takes less instructional time to complete than an expository teaching 

lesson. Consequently, in the same period of time, less information was presented to the 

control group than to many subjects in the experimental group. Since the researcher 

ensured that all information covered on the posttest was presented in the expository 

lesson, the control group may have had less material to "filter" through for the posttesL 

It may be that it is easier to recall 20 of 100 bits of information than 20 of 500. If this is 

the case, the experimental group may have learned a great deal of information that was 

not on the test. Another concern is that not all subjects in the experimental group finished 

the hypermedia program. Since the pilot had determined that 40 minutes was adequate 

time to preview the entire hypermedia program, this was the period of time allotted to 

each subject in the experimental group and for the expository teaching lesson. 

Consequently, subjects in the experimental group were asked questions about 

information on the posttest that they may not have had sufficient time to preview. 

Limiting the amount of time for students involved in a hypermedia-assisted learning 

environment may defeat some of the advantages of hypermedia, such as opportunities to 

explore based on interest and self-paced study. Greater attention may need to be paid to 

the uniqueness of hypermedia-assisted learning in future comparisons of instructional 

modes. 



Secondary Hypothesis 1.9 looked for interactions between cognitive style and 

posttest scores. A significant difference was found on the posttest in favor of the 

students identified as field independent. Previous research on cognitive styles suggests 

that field independent subjects often achieve higher posttest scores than field dependent 

subjects, so these results were not surprising. However, the researcher had attempted to 

adapt both the hypermedia program and the expository lesson to assist field dependent 

subjects in learning. In particular, both teaching methods were designed to provide an 

easy to follow structure and to supply numerous visual cues—both recommendations of 

earlier research. These attempts at accommodating field dependent students were 

obviously not successful. 

The object of Secondary Hypothesis 1.10 was to learn if boys' and girls' posttest 

scores were influenced by different instructional methods. As with the other 

investigations of gender interactions, no significant differences were found. Even though 

gender attitudes toward computers may be different, boys and girls are equally capable of 

learning in a music classroom no matter what the mode of instruction. Again, this study 

found there is no reason to suspect that a particular instructional mode favors either 

gender in a middle school music class. 

Secondary Hypothesis 1.11 looked for interactions among gender, cognitive style, 

and posttest scores. No significant interactions were identified This tells us that male 

and female field dependent subjects will obtain similar posttest scores; likewise, field 

independent posttest scores will be similar irregardless of gender. Although the results 
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are not surprising, there is no other research investigating this relationship. This serves 

to again demonstrate that boys and girls have equal abilities in most educational 

experiences. 

A significant interaction was observed in the investigation of Secondary Hypothesis 

1.12. Subjects who were identified as field dependent and used the hypermedia 

computer program scored significantly lower scores on the posttest than did all field 

independent students and those field dependent subjects using the expository teaching 

lesson. 

Research on the interaction between computers and cognitive style has proven 

repeatedly that field independent subjects tend to achieve higher posttest scores than field 

dependent subjects. However, as hypermedia-assisted learning is different from many 

types of computer programs—particularly drill and practice software—possible interactions 

were worth exploring. Several researchers have suggested that hypermedia may be more 

appropriate than other types of computer programs for both field dependent and field 

independent subjects. This researcher likewise thought that hypermedia addressed 

several of the problems field dependent subjects have had with other types of computer 

programs. This was one of the few studies to actually test these propositions in a school 

environment However, the results of this study suggest that field independent subjects 

still achieve higher posttest scores than field dependent in both hypermedia and 

expository lesson formats. The researcher feels that more work is needed in order to 

learn if there are indeed ways to create interactive hypermedia programs that can be 

equally successful for both field dependent and field independent students. 
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The purpose of Secondary Hypothesis 1.13 was to investigate interactions among 

gender, instructional mode, and cognitive style, as measured on the posttesL 

Nonsignificance was again the result of this inquiry. However, while investigating the 

means of the various groups, an unexpected phenomenon surfaced. The lowest and 

highest scores obtained on the posttest were achieved by females in the experimental 

group. Held dependent girls using hypermedia obtained an average posttest score of 

9.25, while field independent girls in the same group achieved an average score of 14.18. 

The researcher decided to investigate this detail further by conducting two more ANOVA 

tests; one on each gender. Data analysis found that there was a significant interaction 

between cognitive style and instructional mode using the girls' scores but there was no 

significant interaction in the boys' scores. When combined, no interaction was noticed; 

only by separating information based on gender was this result visible. 

This surprising result tells us that the noticeable difference found between cognitive 

style and mode of instruction in Secondary Hypothesis 1.12 can largely be attributed to 

the female subjects. Field dependent girls using hypermedia scored significantly lower 

on the posttest than any other group. Likewise, the highest posttest scores in this study 

were achieved by field independent girls. The researcher is unsure how to respond to 

this unexpected finding: What is it about this hypermedia program that separates girls so 

strongly based on cognitive style? Possibly the small number of female subjects (n=21) 

using the hypermedia program are the reason for this disparity. An investigation 

involving a large number of middle school girls identified as field dependent and field 

independent just using a hypermedia program should be conducted. Work should be 
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undertaken to determine if these findings are peculiar to music hypermedia situations. 

Would similar findings be obtained firom investigating younger and older female 

students? These findings may indicate that field dependent middle school girls should not 

use hypjermedia. It might also suggest that hypermedia programs have to be designed 

differently in order to help field dependent girls achieve higher posttest scores. 

Obviously the results of this research project suggest that there is much we need to learn 

about the relationship between cognitive style, gender, and hypermedia-assisted learning. 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that; 

1) Cognitive style, mode of instruction, and gender do not, either alone or in 

combination, affect long term retention of information by middle school music students. 

2) Students receiving hypermedia-assisted instruction may achieve significantly 

lower scores than students experiencing a expository teaching lesson. 

3) Irregardiess of instructional mode, girls and boys in middle school music classes 

achieve similar results when measured using an achievement pxjsttesL 

4) Reld independent middle school students achieve higher posttest scores than 

field dependent middle school students in both a hypermedia and expository lesson 

format. 

5) Field dependent female students using an educational hypermedia program score 

significantly lower posttest scores than any other combination of student cognitive style. 
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student gender, and mode of instruction being used. 

Implications for Future Research 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the interaction of several variables with 

two instructional modes: a hypermedia computer program and an expository teaching 

lesson. Even though several questions were answered, this project has lead to many 

more queries that need to be investigated in the future. 

There is a need to further investigate long term retention and possible variables that 

may interact with it. It might be wise to replicate this study using a variety of other 

variables. Some possible variables that might be worth exploring are socio-economic 

status, computer experience, personality type, age, years of formal schooling, and 

previous academic achievement While long term retention should be a major concern for 

the educational community, research suggests that we know very little about individual 

qualities that may effect it. Greater knowledge about long term retention could be of 

immense assistance to all educators. 

This study found that cognitive style differences were still apparent six weeks after 

instruction. The researcher is curious if this result would have been found using other 

tests of learning and cognitive style. As learning styles are characteristic cognitive, 

affective, and psychological ways that individuals perceive, interact with and respxand to 

their environment (Keefe, 1979), similar research using different learning style 

inventories is recommended. 

The results of this study may be specific to this age group. Around the age of 
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13 or 14, most children experience psychological changes, particularly in their logic and 

thinking processes. Consequently, the results noted in this study might not have been 

found if the subjects had been drawn from a sample of children even a couple of years 

older. This may also partially explain why other studies, which involved college 

students, have resulted in different findings. 

Subjects who did not score high enough on the GEFT to be classified as field 

independent or low enough to be identified as field dependent were excluded from the 

study. Consequently, all significant interactions noted in this project relating to cognitive 

style were based on subjects who achieved the highest and lowest scores on the GEFT. 

While this serves the purpose of experimental research, it must be remembered that 

classrooms typically contain a mixture of field dependent, field independent, and field 

indeterminate individuals. If students from all three cognitive style groups had been 

involved in this project, the results might well have been different. 

Future research is needed to determine the best way to evaluate hypermedia-assisted 

instruction. A variety of measurement instruments for hypermedia learning need to be 

explored in order that empirical results can be determined. If hypermedia-assisted 

instruction has unique qualities, we need to know the most appropriate ways to evaluate 

these qualities. It may mean that qualitative investigation is more appropriate for this type 

of investigation or that a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods would be 

more revealing and useful. 

The hypermedia program created for this project contained a great deal of written 

text and therefore required the students to spend a great deal of time text reading. This 
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type of hypermedia may, in fact, favor certain kinds of individuals. Future researchers 

might want to focus on relationships between subject's perceptual modes and 

accomplishment when using hypermedia applications. 

If similar studies involve comparisons between hypermedia and other instructional 

modes, amount of time for hypermedia exploration should be explored. Studies similar 

to this project should be conducted that allow students using hypermedia to completely 

explore the program irregardless of exploration time. As well, particularly with younger 

students, it would be worthwhile to determine if splitting instruction into two or more 

sessions would have any different effect. 

Informal observations by the researcher suggested that students in the experimental 

group were on-task constantly. Several times a school bell would ring and the student 

would not be aware of it. Investigation into on-task/off-task behaviour of students using 

different modes of instruction would be worth undertaking. 

This study found that cognitive style affects achievement scores of girls using 

hypermedia-assisted instruction. Research using a larger nimiber of subjects needs to 

confirm or reject this conclusion. If this particular result is validated, it would also be 

beneficial to see if this is age- or subject-related. This is a potentially meaningful area for 

investigation and one that the researcher hopes will be explored more thoroughly in the 

near future. 

Although we now know that gender and instructional mode by themselves do not 

significantly affect achievement scores, it would be interesting to learn if females have 
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different attitudes towards hypermedia than males. The fact that field dependent girls had 

the lowest and highest posttest scores when experiencing hypermedia-assisted learning 

causes one to think there may be other variables interacting with gender and hypermedia. 

Do attitudes play a role in women achieving success in a hypermedia learning 

environment? Eto field dependent women have different attitudes toward hypermedia 

than do men or field independent women? 

While we cannot guess what technology will be available for music educators in the 

future, we can be reasonably certain that technology will continue to play a part in our 

music classrooms. Many educators now realize that there are educational computer 

software programs that produce similar results when compared to human instruction. We 

need to continue to create new software and find out how we can use computers most 

effectively in education. As we become more knowledgeable about what technology can 

do for our schools, we will be able to free music teachers to use their skills and 

knowledge in ways of which only humans are capable. 



Appendix A 

Preknowledge T est 



Name: Class: 

Steel Band Questionaire 

1. What country or area of the world are steel bands originally from? 

2. What are steel drums made from? 

3. Which of the following words is another name for steel drum (circle 

only one). 

a) iron b) tom-tom c) pan d) timpani 

4. When do you think steel drums were invented? 

5. Do you know the name of any of the steel drum festivals that are held in their 

home country? (Please give festival name, if known.) 

6. If you can, describe some of the differences between a tenor steel drum and a bass 

steel drum. 



Appendix B 

Achievement Posttest 
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Name: Class: 

Steel Band Questionaire 

Circle the letter of the response that best answers each question. 

1. "Carnival" was originally celebrated in Trinidad by 

a) the Spanish settlers in the early 1600s, 

b) the French settlers in the late 1700s, 

c) the slaves in the early 1800s, 

d) the English in the late 1800s. 

2. Tamboo-bamboo groups were outlawed because 

a) bamboo was an endangered resource in Trinidad, 

b) the wealthy citizens of Trinidad complained that they were too noisy, 

c) rival groups began using the instruments as weapons in fights, 

d) the authorities thought the instruments were too "primitive" sounding. 

3. "Carnival" in Trinidad occurs 

a) just before Lent, 

b) the three days before Good Friday, 

c) thirty days before Christmas, 

d) when the sugar cane is ready to be harvested. 

4. A "Mas' Band" is 

a) a group of steel drummers playing old time steel drum music, 

b) an early name for tamboo-bamboo bands, 

c) groups of people dressed in a similar fashion to depict a particular theme, 

d) a group of calypso singers. 
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"Canboulay" was 

a) an early procession that the ex-slaves celebrated the night before Carnival, 

b) an early steel band festival sponsored by the regional music festival association, 

c) a group of people dressing up in costume, 

d) a group made up of numerous people banging bamboo sticks. 

Steel bands got their start in the 

a) 1910s/1920s, 

b) 1930s/1940s, 

c) 1950s, 

d) 1960s. 

Carnival in Trinidad lasts for 

a) two days, 

b) four days, 

c) five days, 

d) six days. 

Which of the following events happens only every second year in Trinidad? 

a) Calypso King Competition, 

b) King and Queen of Carnival, 

c) Panorama, 

d) Pan is Beautiful. 
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9. Which of the following is true 

a) steel bands were initially imported from the United States after the Second 

World War, 

b) it took many years for steel bands to become accepted because many of the poor 

and underprivileged were associated with steel bands, 

c) steel bands only became popular when brass bands became unpopular, 

d) steel bands were initially started as a tourist attraction in Trinidad. 

10. "Pan is Beautiful" is different from "Panorama" in the following way 

a) bands competing in Pan is Beautiful must be under 25 players, 

b) groups in Pan is Beautiful also get judged on their costumes, 

c) groups playing in Pan is Beautiful must play classical music, 

d) the audience votes in the Pan is Beautiful competition. 

11. A group competing in the "Old Time Steel Band" competition at Panorama 

a) use tamboo-bamboo instruments as well as steel drums, 

b) sing in addition to playing their pans, 

c) has each player playing only one drum and that drum is suspended around the 

neck, 

d) play music from the early days of steel bands. 

12. Low notes take up 

a) more space on the playing surface of the drum than high notes, 

b) less space on the playing surface of the drum than high notes, 

c) about the same amount of space on the playing surface as high notes, but they 

area different shape, 

d) the middle part of the playing surface, so the low sound can be heard easier. 
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13. A person that organizes the music that a steel band plays is called 

a) an arranger, 

b) a panman/panwoman, 

c) a tuner, 

d) a conductor. 

14. Other types of instruments heard in a steel band are 

a) brass (trumpets, for example), 

b) guitars, 

c) saxes, 

d) percussion. 

15. Large canopies are suspended over racks of steel drums because 

a) the players do not want the color of the drums to become faded, 

b) the heat of the sun could create tuning problems on the drums, 

c) it makes the band look more attractive, 

d) it protects the players from monsoon rains. 

16. Which of the following is NOT a common type of steel drum found in a 

conventional steel band? 

a) tenor bass, 

b) cello, 

c) double tenor, 

d) double alto. 
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17. The inner voices of a steel band normally play the 

a) melody, 

b) bass line, 

c) strumming pattern, 

d) timbre. 

18. An instrument maker uses a template to 

a) draw the correct size of each note on the drum, 

b) determine how high or low a note should be, 

c) know how deep to cut each dnmi, 

d) determine which end of the drum to use. 

19. Why does a tuner put the drum over a fire? 

a) to bum off the old paint, 

b) to give the drum the correct color, 

c) to strengthen or anneal the metal, 

d) to make the surface of the drum easier to dent 

20. "Calypso" is 

a) the common Trinidad word for steel drum, 

b) the particular qualities that each instrument and sound possess, 

c) a type of music only heard in the Caribbean, 

d) a group of people dressed up for the armual steel band festival. 
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Lesson Plan: Steel Bands and Their Music 

NOTE: The indented portions of the script of this lesson plan are quoted directly from the 

multimedia music program entitled Steel Bands and Their Music created by Jeffrey E. 

Bush. The material is not expected to be taught verbatim, but only to serve as a guide. 

Sections in italics are teacher instructions. 

Grades: 

• Six and Seven. 

Topic: 

• The steel band orchestras of Trinidad and their music. 

Objectives: 

• Through participating in the music lesson Steel Bands and Their Music, students will 

achieve a greater understanding of the history, construction, and sound of steel drums. 

• Students will learn about festivals in Trinidad in which steel bands participate. 

Evaluation: 

• Comprehension of the lesson material will be tested by administering a 20-question 

multiple choice test to all students immediately after the lesson. 

Materials and Aids: 

• Portable stereo with CD player. 
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• Compact disc 1992: The Taiwan Tour by the Northern Illinois University Steel Band 

(Note: This is the only recording used throughout). 

• Color television with video cassette player. 

• Video cassettes Panorama 1993 and Pan in A Minor. 

• Overhead projector. 

•Transparencies 1-5/Cover paper. 

• Paper on every table. 

Introductory (Set): 

• Wlule students are entering, track #1—"Say it With Pan "—will be playing on the 

portable stereo. 

• When students are seated, teacher welcomes the group and introduces the topic. 

Students are advised that the class will be approximately 40 minutes; at the end of class, 

each student will be asked to complete a short quiz. Students are told they shoidd treat 

this as any other class; they may take twtes, but this is not mandatory. 

• Teacher informs class that the posttest will not affect their school grades in any way, 

but that it is important all students complete all work to the best of their ability. 

• Check to see if anyone needs pencil. 

Development: 

• Display first line of the overview transparency #1. As each line of the overhead is 

discussed, display the appropriate line. 

• Steel bands are made up of many instruments created from old oil drums. A steel 
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band may consist of numerous sizes of steel drums, some playing high notes and 

some playing low notes. Steel drums can play many kinds of music; listen to part 

of a calypso song called "Fire Down Below" by Len 'Boogsie' Sharp. 

• Play opening 20 or 30 seconds of track #9— "Fire Down Below." 

• Explain that classical compositions can also be performed on steel drums. 

• Play opening 20 or 30 seconds of track #2— "Toccata and Fugue in D Minor." 

• Discuss origin of steel drums (Trinidad); explain where Trinidad is located. 

• Give overview of first steel drums, when the first drum was made (late 1930s), what 

they were originally made from (biscuit tins), and what they are made from today (oil 

barrels). 

• Briefly explain how the notes are created (small dents on the bottom surface of a 55 

gallon oil drum). 

• Explain that we are going to look at several important aspects of steel bands through 

the course of the lesson. 

• Display the four headings-Steel Bands: Then and Now, How Steel Drums 

are Made, Carnival: The Festival and its History, and Steel Band 

Festivals in Trinidad—on transparency #1. 

• Explain we will start with the history of steel bands. 

• Place transparerury #2, Steel Bands: Then and Now, on overhead projector. 

Display appropriate line as lesson unfolds. 

• Discuss precursor to steel bands (tamboo-bamboo bands). 

• Tamboo-bamboo bands were outlawed in 1937, because rival bands would often get 
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into fights with each other. 

• These groups looked for other instruments to bang on. Began using metal objects, like 

garbage cans, pots and pans, etc.. 

• Towards the end of the 1930s, someone found that dents made on a large biscuit tin 

created different pitches. Lead to experimentation with different types of metal containers 

as musical instruments. 

• Soon found that large 55 gallon oil drums made excellent instruments. 

• During the late 1940s and 1950s, groups learned to make high, medium and low 

sounding steel drums. 

• High notes take up only a small space on the surface of the drum; low notes take up 

much of the drum. Lx)w drums might only have three or four notes on them. 

• High drums, like single tenors, can have 28 to 32 notes. Basses will normally have 

only 3 to 5 notes per drum, because each note takes up more room. 

• Early groups would march with their drums tied with rope around their neck. Each 

person could only carry one drum, so it took many people to carry all the drums needed 

to play the lower parts of band tunes. 

• Still some of these groups today; they are called Old Time Steel Bands or Pan Around 

the Neck Steel Bands. 

• Bands also use a variety of percussion instruments to keep the rhythm (drum set, conga 

drums, cowbells, automobile brake drums, etc.). 

• Arranger person that organizes the music for the steel band. Arranger must figure out 
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what chords to use, the correct rhythms, and which part will sound best on which 

instruments. 

• Person that makes the drums and keeps them in tune: Tuner. Tuners continue to 

experiment with the arrangements of notes on the drum, different tuning methods, etc., to 

improve the overall quality of the drums. Drums aren't standard; every tuner does things 

differently. 

• Most steel drums are now played on stands with large canopies over them, since steel 

drummers long ago realized that the heat of the sun creates problems with the drums. 

• Different sets of drums continue to be introduced. In the eighties, tuners began 

to use sets of four medium/high drums 

known as "quads." Instead of using six drums for playing bass, 

many groups now have sets of nine or even twelve with several of the drums 

mounted horizontally to make it easier for the player to play fast passages. Today, 

most conventional steel bands have at least six types of drums: single tenors, 

double tenors, double seconds, double guitars, quad pans, Uiple cellos, tenor 

basses and basses. 

• Normally, the greatest number of players are needed on single tenors. This is 

because the main melody is usually played on these instruments. The double 

tenors usually also play the melody, often an octave lower. The double guitars are 

used to play along with either the double seconds or the cellos. 

• Bass players provide foundation for the steel band; tenor basses play the same part, 

only an octave higher. Cellos and quads support the bass part and fill in missing notes in 
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the harmony. 

• In most calypso arrangements, when any of the inner voices (double tenors 

down to cellos) are not playing a specific melody line, they play a rhythmic 

strumming pattern. This Aythmic pattern, determined by the arranger, helps to 

sustain the harmony. 

• Steel drums are popular around the world. You can even receive a university degree in 

steel band music from at least one American university. 

• Steel band is hardly fifty years old. What will these groups be like in another fifty 

years? 

• Place transparency if3, How Steel Drums are Made, on overfiead projector. 

Display appropriate line as lesson unfolds. 

• Making a steel drum is similar to making any other fine musical instrument by hand: 

takes time, skill and patience 

• Explain again that the instrument itself is just an old 55 gallon oil drum. First step is to 

tum drum upside down and pound the surface down. Don't use the top, as it has a hole 

in it for pouring oil. 

• Notes are drawn on with a template (explain). 

• Remind students that high notes take up only a small space; low notes take up a lot of 

the drum. Low drums might have only three or four notes on them. 

• With a hammer and a small chisel, the timer grooves aroimd each marked note. This is 

done so that the vibrations of each note don't interfere with other notes. 

• Tuner will cut off the part of the drum that won't be needed. The lower the drum, the 
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less is cut off; bass drums, for example, will be the full size of the barrel. 

• Tuner then puts the drum over a fire and get it very hot to strengthen, or armeal 

(explain), the metal of the drum. 

• Then, with smaller hammers, the tuner taps each note up and down until the desired 

pitch is heard. Harmonics are also tuned into each note (explain). 

• Often takes over 100 hours to make a good steel drum. 

• Show clip from videocassette Pan in A Minor demonstrating the creation of a steel 

drum. 

• Each tuner's drums have a unique sound. To get to the point of tuning for a 

well-known steel band playing in Panorama, a tuner must have become very good 

at his or her job. There are probably only a few hundred people in the entire world 

that can tune pans properly. 

• Tuners are constantly looking for ways to make their instruments sound better and 

exciting. Steel drums are still being refined and improved (explain some innovations). 

• Place transparency #4, Carnival: The Festival and its History, on overhead 

projector. Display appropriate line as lesson unfolds. 

• Carnival has the same origin as Mardi Gras in New Orleans. 

• Carnival's history in Trinidad dates back to the late 1700s. 

• Trinidad was a colony of Spain for most of the last 500 years. England finally gained 

control of Trinidad in the early nineteenth century. 

• During Spanish rule, any Catholics interested were given land either free or for a very 
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low price. Many French Catholics moved to Trinidad and set up large plantations to 

grow cocoa, coffee, and sugar cane. 

• Carnival means "farewell to flesh," is the last two days before Ash Wednesday every 

year in Trinidad. (Also explain Lent.) French settlers celebrated by having masquerade 

parties at the various plantations. 

• Slaves, brought from Africa and other Caribbean islands, were not allowed to take part. 

They did, however, have their own secret celebrations. Instead of the European music 

played at the plantations, the slaves played African instruments and sang their own 

songs. 

• In 1838, all slaves in Trinidad were freed. Carnival became an opportunity for 

the former slaves to express their anger against their former owners. 

• Soon the rich landowners would have nothing to do with Carnival. They were 

afraid for their lives and tried many times to have Carnival outlawed. Because this 

festival had become a major event in the lives of the poor and underprivileged, 

there were many battles between the police (who worked for the rich) and the 

poor. 

• In 1843, the authorities reduced the Carnival Festival from three days (Sunday, 

Monday and Tuesday) to two days (Monday and Tuesday). The ex-slaves, 

however, continued to celebrate on Sunday night; this evening procession was 

called "canboulay" (define canboulay). 

• Late 1800s, many violent fights among rival groups. In 1880, the police banned 

canboulay; this action lead to a riot in 1881. 
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• Authorities banned African drums and the carrying of fighting sticks in 1884. Again, 

this action lead to a minor riot, but it did have the effect of making Carnival less 

dangerous. 

• When drums were outlawed, the groups looked for other instruments to play. Used 

bamboo (explain how). This type of carnival "band" became known as the tamboo-

bamboo band. 

• Carnival became more accepted by all in the 1930s; everyone took part, rich and poor. 

• Discuss "Mas' bands" {groups of people designing and wearing costumes around a 

central theme). 

• Rival tamboo-bamboo bands often got into fights and used their bamboo instruments as 

weapons. In 1937, the police outlawed tamboo-bamboo bands. 

• Again, people searched for other cheap instruments to play on. This lead to the 

discovery of steel bands, as we learned earlier. 

• Today, each mas' band, consisting of hundreds of members, has a particular theme 

(explain sub-groups). Each mas' band has two extremely elaborate costumes; the man 

and woman who wear these costumes compete for the annual King and Queen of 

Carnival title. Other events that occur include the Calypso King competition. Panorama 

steel band competition and the Junior Carnival for youngsters. 

• Explain the 2 day celebration and J'ouvert 

• At the end of the two day festival, judges pick the best mas' band of that year's 

Carnival. The most popular calypso song heard during the festival is selected as 

the road march of Carnival. However, come Wednesday morning, it is back to 
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business as usual; everyone is back at work and beginning to plan for next year's 

Carnival! 

• Place transparency #5, Steel Band Festivals in Trinidad, on the overhead 

projector. Display appropriate line as lesson unfolds. 

• Early steel band members weren't well respected. Many of the groups were outgrowths 

of tamboo-bamboo bands that had fought each other for years. (Compare to street 

gangs.) 

• It took many years to convince the majority of Trinidadians that steel bands members 

were actually interested in making music. 

• A tour on England in 1951 by an all-star group created a great deal of favorable attention 

for steel bands in England. Translated into greater respect for steel bands back home in 

Trinidad. 

• Steel band festivals began in the early 1950s. In 1963, a special steel band competition, 

called Panorama, was organized just before Carnival celebrations. Has become the most 

important steel band festival in the world. 

• Stringent rules set up by the steel band organization so each group had an equal chance. 

• Conventional steel bands playing at Panorama may have over 100 players. 

• For Panorama, each group is allowed to play only one tune. This song must be 

less than one year old and written by someone from Trinidad. 

• Most of the conventional steel bands play arrangements of calypso tunes that are 

popular that year. The arrangement is designed to be ten minutes long. In fact. 
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songs longer or shorter than ten minutes may be penalized! 

• Explain that Panorama is a four part competition: regionals, zone finals, preliminaries, 

and Panorama itself. Also explain the purpose of so many levels. 

• Sometimes close to 100 bands start; only 12 compete in Panorama. 

• Bands competing at each level of Panorama receive some money to help pay their 

expenses. Groups that have to travel far to compete may also be given travel 

money. However, no one in the steel band, with the exception of the arranger and 

the steel drum tuner, gets paid. What money the groups receive goes into the 

expenses of organizing and running a large steel band. 

• Panorama finals are held the Saturday night before Carnival in the Queen's Park 

Savannah, a horse track in Port-of-Spain. 

• There are seven judges for the finals (explain grading). 

• Show the beginning of the Desperados Steel Band playing at Panorama on the 

videocassette Panorama '93. 

• Second major steel band competition called Pan is Beautiful started in 1982. Unlike 

Panorama, groups playing in Pan is Beautiful must play classical music, arranged for 

steel bands. Although Panorama occurs every year. Pan is Beautiful is only held every 

other year. 

Closure: 

• Place transparency #1 on overhead. Briefly summarize the four major headings. Ask 

if there are any more questions. After answering questions, administer posttest. 
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Sf-eel Rand Overview 

Types of music played 

Trinidad -- home of steel drums 

Steel Drums: Then and Now 

How Steel Drums are Made 

Carnival: The Festival and Its 

History 

Steel Band Festivals in Trinidad 
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Carnival; The Festival and Its 
History 

History of Early Trinidad 

Carnival History 

Carnival 

Canboulay 

Carnival — length 

Events and Instruments Banned 

Tamboo-bamboo 

Mas' Band 
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Steel Band Festivals in Trinidad 

Panorama 

Pan 

Panman/Panwoman 

Conventional Steel Bands 

Old Time Steel Bands 

Levels of Panorama Competition 

Panorama Judging Criteria 

Pan is Beautiful 



Steel Dnims; Then and Now 

Early Steel Band Development 

Characteristics of Various Types 
of Steel Drums 

Other Instruments used in Steel 
Band 

Steel Band Arranger 

Steel Band Tuner 

Different Types of Steel Drums 
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How Steel Drums are Made 

Steps in Creating a Steel Drum 

Which Side is Used? 

Template 

Isolating Notes 

Annealing 
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Multimedia Music Project — Instructions 

After student is seated at the computer desk, begin by saying: 

"Before you begin the computer program, I have a short handout I want you to 

read. This handout tells you the main points and concepts you should leant about 

when exploring the program. Please take a minute to read it." 

Hand a copy of the Multimedia Music Program — Guide to the student and allow him/her 

to read both sides of it. When he/she is finished, read the following to the student: 

"You may keep this guide beside you as you work though the computer program. 

If you wish, you may make notes on the handout. You will have forty minutes to 

explore the program. You may finish early; if you do, just let me know. When 

you are done, I will ask you to complete a short quiz to determine what you have 

learned about the steel band orchestras of Trinidad. The program has a short 

introductory section followed by four different 'stacks' of information. I would 

like you to explore each of these 'stacks.' I will be in the room at all times; if you 

have questions at any time, please ask. Do you have any questions now before 

we begin? " 

Answer any student questions. After responding, tell the subject: 

"To start the program, you will need to move the mouse to the box marked 'start 

program' and then click on it. The first three pages will automatically go by; 

when you see arrows on the bottom right hand corner of the card, you can begin 

to control the program yourself. You may now begin." 
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Multimedia Music Program -- Guide 

Steel Bands and Their Music 

You will be given forty minutes to explore the multimedia program entitled "Steel Bands 

and Their Music." In order to guide your exploration, a list of important concepts and 

knowledge that you should discover is listed below. Bold, underlined headings refer to 

the section of the program where the information can be found. If you wish, you may 

take notes on this sheet. 

Steel Bands and Their Music 

Know where steel bands originally came from and when they were first invented. 

What were steel drums first made from? 

What are steel drums now made from? 

Carnival; The Festival and Its History 

ICnow the history of eariy Trinidad and who started the Carnival 

traditions. 

Become familiar with the following terms: 

Carnival 

Mas' Band 

Ash Wednesday 
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Lent 

Canboulay 

Tamboo-bamboo 

How many days does Carnival last every year? 

Know why the police banned certain events and instruments through the 

history of Carnival. 

Steel Band Festivals in Trinidad 

Become familiar with the following terms: 

Panorama 

Pan 

Pansmen 

Pan is Beautiful 

When did steel bands begin? 

Be familiar with the various steel band festivals. 

Know the difference between conventional and old time steel bands. 

Know what happens during Panorama, the various levels of competition and what 

each group is judged on. 

Steel Drums: Then and Now 

Know how the steel drum initially developed. 

Know the difference between low- and high-pitched drums. 



What other instruments are used in a steel band? 

Know what the arranger and tuner do in a steel band. 

Be familiar with the different types of steel drums and know what 

they play (eg. melody, bass, strumming pattern) in a steel band. 

Become familiar with the following terms: 

Melody 

Octave 

Harmony 

How Steel Drums are Made 

Know the different steps in creating a steel drum. 

Become familiar with the following terms: 

Template 

Annealing 

Harmonic 
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